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Calloway Population Predicted To Lead Area
Local Voter Turnout Heavier Than Normal
The morning rain did not hold
voters back this morning, as
most g,recincts reported a
slightly heavy voter turnout.
Calloway High, Kirksey,
Faxon, New Concord, and the
City Hall all reported higher
than average voter turnouts
early this morning. Alm°, Lynn
Grove, and the County Courthouse reported turnouts near
normal, in a sample of the
county precincts taken this
morning.
The check with some of the
precincts at 9:30 this morning
showed New Concord with 165
votersc_KirkSep...svith
Lynn_
Grove with 60, CaLlOway High with 127, the Courthouse with
149, and the City Hall with 198,
of which am-ati.east normal,
with most heavier than usual.
In local elections, Bill
Stubblefield, incumbent, and

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Husband to wife on 25th wedding anniversary, "Well, my
dear, I've carried you safely
over all the rough places of life,
haven't I."
Wife: "Yes, you sure did. I don't
think you missed one of them.''
Three little girls knock on the
door the other afternoon and
'asked if they could skate on our
new driveway "because it looks
--)--_--ati-assuiplia.:1.44/haLather answer
can you give three small girls
on skates other than yes. Our
answer was greeted with a
chorus of -thank you."
Thanks to Joe Pat Winchester
and his wife for the Tiger Lily
bulbs. We'll put them out if it
ever quits raining. Vernon Hale
called sometime ago, but we
never have had the opportunity
to get them.
We were afraid that the last
minute political harangues
were going to cause the cancellation of the pro-football
game last night but it didn't.
Wife says she could not figure
why we minded so much since
we watched football all afternoon Sunday.
Felt sorry for John Llnitas who
has been placed on the bench.
He looked rather forlorn.
During his career he has passed
for just less than 22 miles.
Fellow says marriage brings
out the animal in some men,
usually the chicken.
Some weeks ago someone called
in to tell us about a fellow who
(Continued on Page Eight)

The Weather
,

said President Nixon
y the state by some
es.
Id news conferences
es he is "convinced
de of voter support is
ecisively in my favor
e people of Kentucky
can represent them
ctively ... than my op-

JACKSON PURCHASE
Cloudy and cooler tonight,
temperatures dropping to the
mid to upper 30s by Wednesday
morning. Becoming
partly
cloudy and cool Wednesday,
high in the mid .50s. Partly
cloudy and mild Thursday.

they knowi have and
closely with President
the members of his
ather than be an obist, as my opponent obould," Nunn said.
d, they know I am fa•ah the multitude of
federal -programs-and
orked with the prob.
opportunities of all
'es in Kentucky during
as governor," he

Fair Thursday. Increasing
cloudiness with a chance of
showers west Friday, spreading
over the state Friday night.
Cloudy west, cloudy with showers continuing east Saturday.
Early morning lows will be in
the mid and upper 30s
Thursday, and in the upper 30s
_and low 40s Friday ,and Satur-,
day. Afternoon highs wilt&
-in
the upper 50s and low 60s
Thursday, and in the low and
mid 60s Friday and Saturday.

John Wells, will vie for the Ryan, and Dr. C.C. Lowry,
position of Calloway County current chairman and viceSchool Board from Clayton chairman, respectively, face no
Creek, New Providence, and opposition in their bid for office.
Other members of the Murray
New Concord Districts.
Stubblefield, chairman of the School Board are Bethel
board, is now serving his second Richardson, Don Henry, and
term on the board, having been Will Ed Stokes.
Frank A. Stubblefield of
elected for the first time in 1964.
Wells is seeking the office for Murray seeks his eighth term as
the first time this year. He is an the congressional represenassociate professor in the tative from the first district.
Secondary Education Depart- Stubblefield is opposed by
Republican hopeful Charles T.
ment at Murray State.
In other county districts, Banken, Jr. of Henderson, and
Lubie Parish: Kirlcsy, Cold- John M. Katterjohn, also of
water,and Jackson, and Ferrell Henderson, who is running on
Miller • Lynn Grove and Harris the Less Federal Taxes party
,
•- erost tki..110t_ kny of)- ticket.
Calloway-County wig carried
position for their posts: Calvin Key, Hazel, and by Hubert H. Humphrey,
presidential
Robert Ross, Almo-Faxon, are Democratic
Other members now serving-on nominee,- in- the 1961 _national
the board after being elected in election. Humphrey received
HEAVY TURNOUT-Local precincts reported a iglidy biii1tithaa aormal voter turnout this
3,811 votes, to 2,500 for Nixon, morning in a sampling of the county and city voting places. Here, vOters wait their turn at the
1970.
In the City Board races, M.H. and 2,004 for George Wallace. University library.
(Staff Photo By David Rini
111611111111111101111811111111ki

Kentucky Elections .
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Despite intermittent showers,
the voting turnout was moderate to heavy today in Kentucky
where the battle for a U. S.
Senate seat rivaled interest in
the presidential race.
The absentee voter registration program created problems
in Louisville and Jefferson
County and in Fayette County.
Between 10 and 15 persons
were denied permission to vote
in Jefferson C,ounty when their
records couldn't be found.
In Fayette County, a snarl
developed because some voting
office were unaware tile absentees were being kept in a
seoarate book.
A spot check showed heavy
voting in Clark County; moderate in Harlan County; light to

moderate in Simpson County;
heavy in Franklin; heavy in
Fayette County; and heavy in
Ashland.
Louisville Registrar Ed Garvey said there was no way of
knowing how many absenoee
registration forms didn't get
turned in. "It's really a same
but there was no way of keeping tabs on the absentees," he
said.
Jefferson County Election
Commissioner James Steinfeld
ordered come to Convention
Center and obtain a -certificate
showing they were registered.
The law permitted voters to
register without going to a central office and it was estimated
that statewide about 200,000
persons used this method.
The latest figures show Ken-

•
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tucky with 1,636,878 registered
voters.
State offices were closed
today by an executive order issued by Gov. Wendell Ford,
and some workers were expected to get time off work to
cast their ballots.
The 18-year-old voters in
Louisville and Jefferson County
schools were going to have to
cast ballots on their own time,
however. Dr. Frank Yeager,
chairman of city school operations, said they would not be
excused from classes, although
they could be excused to work
at the polls-with a note from
their parents.
•
James Farmer, associated
superintendent for instruction
in county schools, said no ex(Continued on Page Eight )

Committee
Appointed
By Board

The Murray Board of
Education, in response to a
request from Dr. Lyman
Ginger, State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, has appointed a committee made up of
interested local citizens to study
the State Foundation Program,
according to Fred Schultz,
superintendent of Murray City
Schools.
•"The Foundation Program is
the vehicle through which state
funds are allocated to the public
school districts of the state,"
Shultz said. "The development
and funding of this program
over the past two decades has
received intense interest of the
Legislature, the citizens of the
Oonunonwealth and as a result
of this program, public
education in Kentucky has
made significant progress.
"The purpose of this study is
By CARL P. LEUBSDORF
Heavy
rains or nominee of the American ParAP Political Writer
thunderstorms troubled many ty, planned to vote at midday to examine the existing FoundaGenerally poor weather over sections except the West and in Tustin, Calif., his home city. tion Program, and make
most of the nation failed to Northeast. And still, Americans
Two former presidents, Har- recommendations in the areas
stem an anticipated record were up early and in large ry S. Truman and Lyndon B. of instruction, counselling,
turnout today as voters chose numbers everywhere.
Johnson, were using absentee services, teaching and adbetween "four more years" of
By day's end, more than 80 ballots. Another onetime White ministrative personnel, tranRichard M. Nixon and Demo- million Americans were ex- House resident, Jacqueline sportation, and financing the
crat George S. McGovern, "the pected to cast their ballots. Be- Kennedy Onassis, voted in a Foundation Program," Schultz
come home America" candi- sides the race between the Re- Catholic school in Manhattan,
added.
date.
Those appointed to the
publican President and his
Republicans were hoping that
uphill-fighting rival from the Nixon would win in a landslide committee are: Mr. and Mrs.
Senate, voters will pick 18 gov- and that it would produce a net Eli Alexander, Raymond
ernors, 33 senators and an en- GOP gain of 5 Senate seats and Carter, Starkie Colson, Steve
tire House. ,
41 House seats-enough for Re- Durbin, Jimmy Fain, Harold
Hurt, Kenneth C. Imes, Willie ,
Nixon voted at San Clemente, publican control of Congress"
Calif., near the Western White, The final Gallup Poll found F. Jackson, Robert G. Jeffrey,
House. McGovern retifilleirtb Nixon leading McGovern by 61 Perry Johnson, Mrs. Docalyn
Lanier, James Lawson, Paul
his hometown, Mitchell, S.D. to 35 per cent.
Lyons,
Mrs. Annie Nance, Ortis
Nixon's running mate, Vice
came
results
The first voting
President Spiro T. Agnew, bal- from- the hamlet of Dixville Guthrie, Mrs. Gerry Requarth,
loted in Towson, Md., a suburb Notch, N.H. It went for Nixon M.H. Ryan, Mrs. J. MattSparkCalloway
The
County of Baltimore, while McGovern's
16 to 3. But for Republican en- man, Dennis Taylor, Mrs.
Homemakers Club will have stablemate,
Sargent Shriver, thusiasts there is this damp- Martha Ann Tharpe, Rex
their annual day program at cast his vote in Rockville,
Md., ening fact: Dixville Notch Thompson and Mrs. Jean
Lake Barkley Lodge on Wed- a Washington suburb.
hasn't picked a presidential Weydener.
nesday, November 8, according
John Schmitz, presidential winner since it started midto Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer,
night voting in 1960.
county president.
To
Be
Held
On
Saturday
Despite polls showing him
Mrs. Eversmeyer said the bus
headed for a massive defeat, a
will leave the parking lot in
hoarse and weary McGovern
front of the Calloway County Turkey And Ham Shoot
Dr.
Kenneth
Harrell,
campaigned to the wire MonExtension office at ten a.m. The
A turkey and country ham day. He insisted "we are going Professor of History at Murray
program will start at eleven
shoot will be held at the Puryear to prevail" and denounced al- State will be the speaker for the
a.m. with a luncheon at noon.
School on Saturday, November leged "deceit and deception on Wednesday luncheon at the
A special feature of the
11, starting at eight a.m., Vietnam" by Nixon as he United Campus Ministry. Dr.
program will be the style
sponsored by the Puryear PTA. spanned the continent from Harrell will make comments as
review by members from the
an American historian on the
Officers said a Browning
various clubs. Special guest
(Continued on Page Eight
results of this year's elections.
automatic shotgun will be given
speaker will be Mrs. Olga
Dr. Harrell is a graduate of
away. Refreshments will be
Freeman who will review one of
DAR Chapter Plans Meet Southeastern Louisiana College
available.
Jesse Stuart's books.
and holds his Ph.D. degree from
All members are urged to
At Home Of Mrs. Doyle
Louisiana State University. Dr.
attend the program and to be at
FIRE SUNDAY
Harrell has been on the faculty
The Murray Fire Department
the parking lot so that the bus
The Captain Wendell Oury at Murray State since 1961 and
can leave at ten a.m., Mrs. was called to the home of Mrs. Chapter of Daughters of the has served as chairman of the
Eversmeyer said. The bus will Grady Crawford, 1100 Main American Revolution will meet History Department and Dean
return to Murray no later than Sunday at 8:35 am., where a Saturday, November 11, at 1:30 of the Graduate School.
short had developed in a heater. p.m. at the home of Mrs. Price
2:30 p.m.
• The faculty-student luncheons
„The_ Calloway_organiza tion is Smoke damage was confined to Doyle, 124 North 15th Street.
are held'each Wednesday at the
now made up of ititent
-Presenting.-4beHarcer.r.am_ on United Campus -Ministry_ and_
i:Ehree -0ife.bedrribm.' Firemen' puttedclubs, according to Mrs. the smoke out of the room with a "History of Kentucky Gover- are open to the public. For inBarletta Wrather, County agent fan, according to department nor's Mansion" will be Kerby formation or reservUtions call
records.
in home economics.
Jennings.
753-3531..

1980 Projection Shows
Growth Of 14 Per Cent
By GENE MeCU'TCHEON
Ledger & Times News Editor
Calloway County's population
is 52,757 people.
Not now, but that's the
projection for the year 2020
according to a report just
released by the Kentucky
Program Development Office,
Division of Planning and
Programming.

Bazaar Opens
On Thursday

The 'Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will hold its 8th Annual
Bazaar on Thursday and
Friday, November 9 and 10 and
at Littleton's.
The funds raised from this
event will be used for the
Department's Annette Schmidt
Scholarship Award, and a high
school
Art
Workshop
Scholarship. Both are given
each year by the Creative Arts
Department of deserving
DIXVILLE NOTCH, N.H. students interested in the
(AP)- President Nixon swept creative arts.
to a 16-3 victory in this northIn order to finance these
ern hamlet, traditionally the scholarships, a bazaar is held
nation's first to report presiden- each year in November. The
tial balloting. But the commu- members donate their time and
nity hasn't picked a winner talent by making art items of
since it started midnight voting many kinds to be sold. The J.E.
in 1960.
Littleton Company has provided
Town Clerk Rick Tillotson space for the sale since its
said today all nine votes went beginning, and has given space
to Nixon in 1960, when he lost in one of its store windows for
the national election to the late display of art items. The
president John F. Kennedy.
(Continued on Page Eight)

First Vote Shows

Nixon With Margin

By the year 2000, just 28 years
from now, the population of
Calloway County is projected to
be 41,790.
Calloway County, which had a
population of 27,692 in the 1970
census, making the county the
third most populous in the
Purchase Area Development
District at that time behind
McCracken(58,281 and Graves
130,939;, is projected to pull
almost even with Graves
County by 1980.
The projected population of
Calloway County in 1980 is
31,573, a growth of 14 per cent,
while
Graves
County's
population is projected to be
31,587.,„uctiw
. th of oedy I per
cent.
The report says that Calloway
County will be the fastest
growing county in thearurchase, followed closely by
Marshall County which is
projected to grow by 13 per cent
by 1980. Overall growth in the
Purchase Area Development
District is predicted to be only
about 5 per cent between 1970
and 1980.
The reasons given for the
growth in Calloway and Marshall Counties was "because of
expansion of the industrial base
already present and proximity
to the Land Between the Lakes
recreation area."
Four counties in the Jackson
Purchase, Ballard, Carlisle,
Fulton and Hickman, are
projected to lose population by
1980 because of continued outmigration. The remaining
counties in the Purchase Area
(Continued on Page Eight)

Across The Nation .

Annual Day
Planned By
Homemakers

Dr. Harrell To Be
Luncheon Speaker

Purchase Area Development District
County
Ballard
Calloway
Carlislt
Fulton
Graves
Hickman
McCracken
Marshall
Total

19707

1975

1980

01276 27,692 5,354
10,183rl
30,939
6,264
58,281
20,381
167,370

8,200
'79,457
5,191
10,140
31,179
6,192
59,057
21,570
170,986

8,152
31,573
5,012
10,219
31,587
6,133
59,988
22,958
175,622.

1990
8,150
36,534
4,706
10,641
32.706
6,142
61,800
26,143
188,822

2000
8,222
41,790 .
4,419
11,337
34,207
6,215
63,195
29,931
199,316

2020
8,432
- - 52;757
3,754
13,184
37,820
- 6,384
64,552
38,933
225,816

'Actual census figures presented for comparison purposes
Source Spindletop Research. Inc and US Census of Population 1970

KENTUCKY POPULATION PROJECTIONS
ADD

1970'

Purchase
167,370
Pennyrile
176,201
Green River •
179,613
Barren River
185,827
Lincoln Trail
190,042
Jefferson
776,578
Northern
Kentucky
290,888
Buffalo
50,384
Gateway
55,678
FIVCO
122,077
Big Sandy
134,307
Kentucky River
. 107,245
Cumberland Valley 184,502
Lake Cumberland
141,071
Bluegrass
457,562
Total
3,218,745

1975

1980

170,986
182,886
187,577
194,669
199,332
835,747

175,622
191,091
198,674
205,952
209,976
904,260

310,653
49,890
58,598
125,885
133,157
105,652
186,670
141,405
492,631
3,375,638

335,306
49.470
61,883
130,193
131,727
105,113
190.106
141,963
533,078
3,564,414

1990

2000

186,822
199,316
211,084
236,234
225,297
256,541
233,054
264,735
232,569
256,338
1,062,772 1,249,651

2020
225,816
302,232
330,131
341,006
307.637
1,734,645

395,500
469,090
661,770
48,801
4 7,94 1
45.472
69,549
77,953
97,240
138,615
147,049
162,262
127,354
120,754
104,318
102,685
99,547
90,746
197,198
205,880
226,985
143,417
142,965
141,526
627,392
732,506
985,848,
4 001,657 4,506.952 5,757.634

PROJECTED POPULATION-Growth in the Purchase Area Development District is projected **be only _about 5 per cent between 1970 and 1989 but Calloway County is projecte to grow by 14 percent, from a 1990 population, of 27,692 to a 1990 population of 31.573. Marshall County is projected I.--growth 'by 13 per cent and Ballard. Carlisle. Fulton and Hickman counties are projecte to loot
population during the 10-year period.
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Chill On The Press
Twenty-two days ago, New Jersey newsmen Peter
Bridge was sent to jail for refusing to answer a
grand jury's question about a story he had written on
official corruption. His contempt citation was
permissible because the United States Supreme
Court ruled last June that newsmen under certain
circumstances could not refuse to appear before
grand juries and answer questions about their
information. The court's narrow
sources of
majority in that case attempted to narrowly
delineate the scope of its precedent-shattering
decision and to reassure the press that its First
Amendment rights were not in jeopardy, but the
Bridge case (which the court refused to stay) made
mincemeat of those reassurances. Bridge was
released Tuesday, but press freedom-and therefore
the right of every American to be fully informed-is
still in perilous jeopardy.
_ Bridge did not refuse to cooperate with the grand
jury on matters covered by his article on a New
Jersey official who said she had been offered a
bribe. What he flatly refused to do was answer
questions from the grand jury which went beyond
the story. He contended that the grand jury was on a
fishing, expedition to find out what he knew or might
know about official corruption in New Jersey, and
that such information was properly a job for law
enforcement officials.
The reporter was freed Tuesday only because the
grand jury's term expired, and his sentence was
By CLAIRE COX
timed to coincide with the jury's life, If the grand
Copley News Service
jury had been kept in session. Bridge would have
NEW YORK — Protestant
been in jail accordingly.
bodies have been quick to conJune
Court's
Supreme
the
with
wrong
What is
demn anti-Semitism in recent
decision and the New Jersey contempt case inyears but they have not
First
backed up their words with
volving Bridge? What is wrong is that the
deeds.
Amendment says flatly that -Congress shall make
So concluded a Protestant
the
of
or
speech
of
freedom
the
no law.. abridging
after gleaning the
scholar
press." The framers of the Constitution intended
church-school course materiofficial
als of 10 denominations and
that a free people be served by a press free of
harassment. Slice away a little (or in the Bridge two publishing houses. The
more than 3,000 individual
case, much) press freedom, and you slice away each lessons
analyzed represented
citizen's freedom as well.
the thinking of conservatives
pasrc
states
us
.-Untir Congress arid-Or the-vario
and mainstream denominashield laws, protecting the confidentiality of jour- tional leaders, black and
nalists' sources, the Supreme Court's decision will white, northern and southern.
Gerald S. Strober, consulhave a chilling effect on freedom of the press in two tant
on religious education to
reluctant
naturally
ways. First, publishers who are
the American Jewish Comto meet their responsibility by vigorously pursuing mittee, found that very: little
stories affecting the public interest will justify their progress had been made in
nine years since a piotimorousness by citing the court decision. Second, in the
neering study of Sunday
into
deeply
those instances when the press does dig
school lessons was made by
stories which are embarrassing or annoying to Dr. Bernhard E. Olson, direcpublic officials, the decision will be used as a club. tor of interreligious affairs of
Perhaps few American citizens today care the National Conference of
Christians and Jews.
whether a reporter goes to jail because he refuses to
Strober's study, sponsored
is
freedom
But
government.
play stooge for the
by the Conference and the
indivisible, and what curtails freedom of the press American Jewish Committee,
curtails individual freedom as well. A famous is entitled "Portrait of the
Elder Brother: Jews and JuGerman Protestant minister who came late to daism in Protestant Teaching
passage
a
wrote
once
terror
resistance to the Nazi
Materials." ---which is particularly applicable here. We don't have
"Protestant church school
the quote at hand, but it went something like this: curricula,' e said, "still tend
to draw an unjustifiably nega"When they came for the Jews, I did not cry out, tive
picture of Jews and
the
for
they
came
When
because I was not a Jew.
Judaism in dealing with such
Catholics, I did not ery out, because I was not a crucial themes as the Jewish
Catholic. When they came for the press, I did not cry
out, because I was not a journalist. When they came
for me, I cried out, but no one responded. I was
LEDGER a
alone."-Greenville ( Miss.) Delta Democrat-Times.

SBA To Provide
Counseling In
Paducah Area

dollar
half-billion
Ky.—What
"A
FRANKFORT,
repeated.
The Small Business AdHarrison
business,''
could
interest
possible
to ministration provides counbusinessmen from this inland "And it takes a lot of people
seling for persons in the
state in Middle America have in do that."
export
the
Paducah area on the First and
of
importance
The
discussing foreign markets?
"Profit," said Gov. Wendell business in Kentucky to em- third Thursday of each month.
be
H. Ford at the Governor's ployment opportunities cannot A SCORE Counselor will
and
interviewing
for
available
alone
Industry
denied.
be
Presidential Conference of
Exporting and Export Finan- employs over 225,000 people in counseling from..00 a.m. .to
cing held recently in Louisville. the state—agriculture and coal 2:00 pin. on the 1st Thursday.
"And when it comes to seeking mining about an equal number. and on the 3rd Thursday from
of 12:00 noon to 3:00 p.m., a Loan
exports
"Kentucky
out areas for greater Kentucky
Officer from the Louisville
goods,
ed
manufactur
to
reason
every
is
profits, there
escape from the past and set agricultural products and coal District Office of SBA will be in
obviously have added to the Paducah.
new sights."
The office is located in the
Setting new sights on Ken- employment and income of
tucky exports is perhaps a little many Kentuckians," said City Hall on the first floor. The
difficult for most of us to do. It is Governor Ford. "It has added phone number is ( 502) 444-6381.
In order to determine credit
a rare object indeed that has needed profits to many of our
MADE IN KENTUCKY im- business firms. But we can do and eligibility requirements for
SBA loan programs, it is
printed on it, but Kentucky is far better."
Ford cited this corrunittment suggested that the businessman
beginning to seek out foreign
of $2 million to state port and bring with him a recent
markets.
Somewhat stunted by the lack river development and his financial statement or balance
of internationally-accessible expansion of state highway sheet of the business and a
waterways, Kentucky ranks systmes as two ways to "do profit and loss statement for the
24th in the export of better," but left the challenger previous full year. This into
pertains
manufactured products and open to the businesses of formation
established businesses.
23rd in the export of Kentucky.
However, anyone interested in
agric,ultural commodities.
establishing a new business is
But this story is much larger
LINCOLN-DOUGLAS
encouraged to consult with this
than these figures indicate.
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Ethanol Best For Taking
Mold From Tobacco Crops_
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Protestants fail
on anti-Semitism
religion itself, the Jews' rejection of Jesus as the Messiah, their role in the Crucifixion, and the relationships between Jesus and his Jewish
contemporaries."
The materials studied were
produced by such conservative Protestant groups as the
Assemblies of God, Church of
the Nazarene, Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod, National Baptist Convention of
America, National Baptist
Convention, U.S.A., Inc.,
Southern Baptist Convention,
David C. Cook Publishing Co.
and Scripture Press.
The bodies representing the
mainstream of Protestantisrn, generally considered to
be more liberal, were the
Episcopal Church, The United
Methodist Church, the United
Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A. and the United Church
of Christ.
Strober found that conservative publications remained
predominantly negative toward Jews, except for the
Missouri Synold, which has
made comprehensive revisions of several publications
in reponse to Olson's earlier
study.
While the materials issued
by the mainstream Protestants tend to be softer toward
Jews, Strober found that a
"negative tendency" remains. He noted the following
points:
— The official rejection of
anti-Semitism by the Roman

20 Years Ago Today

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Henry Bascom Miller, age 73,
of Phoenix. Arizona. formerly of Calloway County,
on November 5, and Loyd Workman of Murray on
November.6.
Thrustcin R. Morton, Republican, was re-elected
as Senator by Kentucky voters yesterday. His
Democratic opponent was Wilson Wyatt.
Elected in the Calloway County School Board race
were Charles M.Burkeen, Faxon and Almo, and Joe
Johnston, Hazel. Elected in the City School Board
race were William C. Adams, Bethel Richardson.
and Dr. C. C. Lowry.
Michael R. Hamm, Ralph Oliver, and Jerry
Shroat, all of Murray, were seniors at Murray State
College honored by the Military Science Department
and the U. S. Army as distinguished ROTC students.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Ask ye of the LrnJ rain in the time Of the latter
rain.-Zechariah 10:1.

We may live in a scientific age but we slillhave an
appreciation ofGod's control over nature, for this is
our Father's world

TIMES FILE

The number of rabies cases among dogs in
Calloway County has reached such proportions that
the matter is of great concern to the Calloway
County Health Department, the department
reported today. Six Calloway County persons are
now taking rabies treatment.
_Miss Patsy Rowland has been chosen football
queen at Murray High School. Her attendants are
Miss Martha Street and Miss Sandra Lancaster.
Pvt. Harold Wilkinson recently arrived in Japan
and is serving with the First Cavalry Division.
A special Methodist United Evangelistic Mission
will be held in all Methodist churches, November 1621, according to a half page ad in the Ledger &
Times.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

There are two things that never go out of style---a
feminine woman and a masculine man, ahd no
matter how, the stylists scheme and strive to cover
what comes naturally, concealment only seems to
emphasize the genuine-like when a woman wears
pants but_still wiggles where she should and a man

loosens his belt after dinner.
"It is most true---our style
betrays us."
:-Robert Burton
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Malaysia's trade
balance favorable
West Malaysia has a favorable trade balance of $143 million during the first six
monUisrof 1972.
Exports during the period
amounted to 11,907 million
and imports were valued at
$1,764 million.
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Mrs. Diana Myers
Complimented With
Shower By Members
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of Tau Phi Lambda held a
luncheon and surprise baby
shower for Mrs. Diana Myers,
resigning member of the
sorority, Wednesday,
November 1, at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
A plaque was presented to
Mrs. Myers by the sorority and
the shower followed with Mrs.
Myers receiving numerous
baby gifts.
Those
present
were:
Mesdames Diana
Myers,
Cynthia Hart, Helen Spann,
Jean Richerson, Jenie Lamb,
Patsy Woodall, Jo Wilson,
Glenda Smith, Melody Swift,
Carolyn Parks, Loretta Jobs,
Dorothy Watkins, Betty Hutson,
Frances Robertson, and Kathy
Sykes.
Fake fur coats will make it
big again on the Fall-Winter
fashion season. And almost
everyone calls for an oversized
shoulder bag in vinyl or leather
trimmed canvas tote. All bags
of this type have room on the
inside and extra compartments
on the outside.

It.:001

Tuesday, November 7
follows: Hannah with Mrs.
The Murray Branch of AAUW William E. Maddox, 1005
Irence
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace, Ruth Wilson
with Mrs.
home of Mrs. Elizabeth Z.C. Enix, Kingswood
Drive,
Newnam, 1324'2 Main Street. and Wesleyan with Mrs. Joe
Cowin, 1508 Story. Members are
The United Methodist Women to bring their World Thank
of the First Church will meet at offering.
7:30 p.m. at the church.
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will have its bridge session
Murray Assembly No. 19 at 9:15 a.m. with Essie Caldwell
Order of the Rainbow for Girls 753-4920 as hostess. Make
will meet at the Masonic Hall at reservations by Tuesday noon.
seven p.m.
The Pacers Homemakers
The TOPS Club will meet at Club will meet at the home of
the Calloway Health Center at Mrs. James Matthai at nine
seven p.m.
a.m.
The Delta Department of the
Mw-ray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with the program by Mrs.
W.Z. Carter and Mrs. George
Hart. Hostesses will be
Mesdames H.L. 0 Oakley,
Ewen
Allbritten,
F.E.
Crawford, Henry Warren, and
Eugene Tarry.
Wednesday, November 8
Evening Circles of the United
Methodist Women of the First
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as

VACUUM sp
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AIHAG RUG SPECIALIST v8
that adjusts to all carpet by being an
upright and a hose type cleaner too.
ON SPECIAL UNTIL
Phone 767-62
Free Demonstration
NOV. 30, 1972

note excess water
in a weight-control
program.

ing
with the
portant to keep it
open flames,
thing else which

followed reports were given and
approved.
Mrs. Charles Chilcutt, ways
and means Chairman, reported
that Santa Claus pictures would
be made by the Chapter at
Sears Roebuck on November 16
and 17.
Service Chairman, Mrs.
William Williams said that
November 16 had been set as
the date for the Chapter to host
the Senior Citizens birthday
party.
Following the closing ritual
and the joining of hands for the
Mizpah, refreshments were
served.
Mrs. Mike Morgan and Mrs.
Jackie Jones were hostesses for
the evening and had arranged a
beautiful serving table. The
table was covered with a white
linen cloth and centered with
fresh cut flowers. A large cut
glass punch bowl and a silver
coffee service adorned either
end of the table with crystal and
silver appointments being used
to serve the finger sandwiches
and ornamental cookies.
Guests of the Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter for the evening were
Mesdames David Foley, Mike
Pasternak, Bobby Wilson,
Dannie Workman, Ray Kloss,
Jerry Thomas, and Donnie
Lyons.

Thursday,Ithiventherl______
A board meeting of St. Leo's
Preschool will be held at the
home of Mrs. Patsy Fain, 1000
Gatesborough, at 9:30 a.m. A
baby sitter will be provided.

Contemporary
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Danny Cunningham at 1:30 p.m.
The New Frontiers ( formerly
Welcome Wagon) Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs.
Donald
Burke,
Gatesborough Circle, at 9:30
a.m.
The Smith Brothers Quartet
will- perform at the Baptist
Student Union at 6:30 p.m.
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Mrs. Gerry Requarth Presents Program
At Meeting Of Xi Alpha Delta Chapter

traditional
The
model
meeting of the Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi was
held, Thursday, November 2, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening with the president,
Mrs. John Emerson, extending
a welcome to guests. Members
of the Chapter repeated the
opening ritual.
Mrs. Gerry Requarth was in
charge of the program, entitled
The Good Life." She told the
story of Walter W. Ross,
founder of Beta Sigma Phi and
of the good life that had been
provided for thousands of ladies
through his foresight. During
the course of the program it was
The Murray Duplicate Bridge pointed out that Beta Sigma Phi
Club will meet at Gleason Hall had many different meanings to
at seven p.m. No reservations different members. Mrs.
are necessary.
Reqaurth closed by stating that
any lady accepting Beta Sigma
The Arts and Crafts Club will Phi was accepting the good life.
meet at the home of Mrs. Melas
Mrs. Ray Sims was inLinn at 2:30 p.m.
troduced and presented the
traditions, both locally and
The United Methodist Women internationally. She pointed out
of the Mason's Chapel Church that traditions are a large part
will meet at the church at 7:30 of Beta Sigma Phi and have
very special meanings to the
p.m.
members.
Mrs. Fred Gardner told of the
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at noon at the membership fees and what the
Murray-Calloway County money both locally and inCountry Club with Mesdames ternationally included.
In the business meeting which
Tommy Carroll, Allen Russell,
John Roach, William Nash,
Eddie Huicit, A.L. Willis,
Maurice Ryan, James Payne
and Don Overbey as hostesses.
Bridge hostesses will be., Mrs.
John Irvan and Mrs. Ed West.

The Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. E.C. Wallin at
7:30 p.m.

Takes pill overdose,
then calls for help
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My beautiful 27-year-old daughter fl'U
call her Mary) tried to take her life. This is the third time
she took an overdose of sleeping pills.
Mary is married and has two small children, but she
has been separated tram her husband for four months.
Mary got involved with a married man, and her husband
found out about it and left her.
When Mary takes these pills she calls up her husband
and tells him what she has done, and he comes over and
rushes her to the hospital to have her stomach washed out
I am so afraid if she tries it again he won't get there in
time to save her, and that will be the end of my beautiful
daughter. Please tell me what I can do to help her.
HER MOTHER

Court Square

--Dowrrtown Murray

Woman's Club Has
Coffee For Senior
Citizens At Hazel

rBIRTHSj

The Senior Citizens of Hazel
were guests of the Hazel
Woman's Club for a coffee held
at the Community Room of
Dees Bank on Saturday, October, 28, at three o'clock in the
afternoon.
The occasion were the
organization of a Hazel Senior
Citizens Group.
Mrs. Verona Grogan was
present to explain to the ladies
some of the crafts and hobbies
being done by the Murray
Group. Five women made plans
to meet with Mrs. Grogan in the
home of Mrs. Koska Jones to
make further plans for the
group.
The-limbs&
fee, punch, cookies, and sandwiches from a beautifully
decorated table. A lovely floral
arrangements was used for the
centerpiece on the table with
the flowers being grown and
arranged by Mrs. Clifton Jones.
Twenty-four persons were
present for the occasion.
Senior ladies attending were
Mesdames Libbie James,
Koska Jones, Ermine Stewart,
Mary Turnbow, Pearl Miller,
Cletie Dublin, Rose Patterson,
Fannie Owen, Mary Lamb,
Roberta Brnadon, Myrtie
Humphrey, Bradie White, J.E.
Clayton and Oliter Leffler.

Her time is
precious.
Her timepiece
must be
trustworthy.

COLLINS GIRL
Carmen Michelle is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Collins of Route Two, Calvert
City for their baby girl
weighing five pounds 1411
ounces, born on Thursday,
November 2, at 7:56 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Rachael, age three. The father
is employed at the General Tire
Company,
Rubber
and
Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Merle Collins. of Benton
and Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Oliver of Calvert City. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Armstrong of Lyon
County and Mrs. Amy Borders
of Benton.
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GARNER BOY
Mr.and Mrs. Morgan Garner,
333, West College Street,
Mayfield, are the parents of a
baby boy, James Morgan,
weighing six pounds ten ounces.
born on Friday, November 3, at
2:22 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed
with the J.T. Mathis Lumber
Company, Clinton.
Grandparents are Mrs. Rufus
Garner of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. James Carter of Mayfield.

Her choice?
A Caravelle,
of course.
Whether she's timing your pulse or
the baby's feeding, every second
counts. And Caravelle has the
watch she can count on. A special
nurse's model named the "Radcliff
B". Water resistant, shock resistant, it has 17 jewels, a sweep second hand, full numeral llgfliM10115
dial, stainless steel back case. And
practical price.
$1595

CARAVELLE
by BULOVA

For the costume dress and
the layered look for winter the
envelope handbag returns. Also
returning: the small handbag
made of crepe and pearl and
requiring a handstrap.

hitches Jewelry
113 S 4th

1532835

-SAVEFROM 1 0%TO 50%

DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a 16-year-old boy
who has always wanted to be a ladies' hairdresser? Well,
I'm that boy, and it has given me quite a few problems.
Whenever I see a girl, I think of how I can improve her
hair. I would like to cut long hair and style it, and even
change the color of it, altho I like the looks of girls with
long, straight hair. If I see a girl with hair that looks dull
or neglected, I want to offer to give her a shampoo and a
color rinse or a conditioner
I buy magazines on hair care and hair styling and I've
even bought coloring kits and cheap wigs to work on. My
mother found all this stuff and said she thought I was
"sick." Maybe she's right.
I once asked the manager of a beauty salon to save the
hair he swept off the floor, and I go to pick it up I keep it
In a box in my closet. I just handle it or look at it and that
is all.
Abby, do you think it is "sick" for a boy to want to be
LOVES HAIR
a really great hairdresser/

ALSO GREAT SAVINGS OFF ORIGINAL PRICES
ON DISCONTINUED SEWING MACHINES AND CABINETS

DEAR ABBY: I married a fine widower a few years
ago. He had four married children. Thruout the years all of
his children have helped themselves to those possessions of
their mother's that they have wanted. Not one considered
that they were their father's possessions, too, and perhaps
they might have held some special meaning or sentimental
value for him
One daughter would say, "Dad, I'd like Mother's needlepoint pictures" Another would say, "I have a place for
Mother's silver tea service now. I'll pick it up tomorrow."
One son even carried off the family albums.
The children have slowly picked the place clean. Their
father never questioned their requests; he simply handed
everything over [I saw him quietly part with several
things I knew he'd rather have kept.]
The damage is done, so I'm not writing for a solution,
but I feel much better for having gotten this off my chest.
After all, to whom else could I have told this without
SECOND WIFE
causing hard feelings?

The Happy-Yellow Store

Senior Citizens of Hazel are shown at the coffee held by the Hazel Woman's Club at the Community
Room of the Dees Bank of Hazel. Fourteen senior citizens were present for the special occasion.

DEAR MCYPHER: Tell your daughter that the next time.
she feels like reaching for those pills, to reach for the
telephone instead and call the Suicide Prevention Center.
(Call the Operator, or information for the number.) Nearly
every large city has one. Trained personnel will listen to
her problem and provide some professional counseling by
telephone. They also send ambulances to those who have
already attempted suicide but have had a change of heart.
Some suicide prevention centers invite callers to come in
for personal counseling, and thaw centers which are unable to provide such service tell callers where such help is
available.

DEAR LOVES: No, but you seem excessively preoccupied with women's hair. Talk to your school psychologist
about it. and get, to the root of the matter. You sound as
tho you'd make a first-class hairdresser. Good luck.

CAPE -MATES
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Probtents? Trust Abby. For a persisaal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX 11/75, I._ A.. CALIF. WM sad cortege a
stamped, addressed eaveiope.
Hate to write letters? Seed si to Abby. Box 1,7•0, Lot
Angeles, Cal. 111449. for Abby's booklet, -How to Write LetSens for All Occasitots."

OFF REG.PRICE WHEN NEW
ON FLOOR MODELS AND DEMONSTRATORS

TOUCH &SEW

STYUST

FASHION MATE

SINGER MAKES A WIDE RANGE OF SEWNG MACHINES FOR EVERY
SEWING NEED IN EVERY ?RICE RANGE. Deluxe Touch & Sew' machines loaded with exclusive-Singer features. Beautifully designed,
moderately priced Stylist' sewing machines. Economically priced
Fashion Mate* sewing machines for beginners and occasional sewers.
All these sewing machines are now available at a fraction of their
regular price.
Floor samples, demonstrators, discontinued sewing machines and

cabinets. Limited quantities. Not all

machines at all stores.

* This Week Only! *
One Large Table

•

100% WOOL

Beautiful' esigns • Attractive Colors
MERCERIZED COTTON

THREAD

2

Spools for the
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By HUBERT MIZELL ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
FOXBORO, Mass. (API Johnny Unitas kicked his famed No. 19 jersey into a corner.
Pro football's "Mr. Quarterback" admitted his love affair
with the Baltimore Colts was
over.
"There's no use in staying
around here," he said, "not the
way they're treating me.
There's nothing I can do about
it.. It was their decision not to
play me anymore."
Baltimore had just cracked a
four-game losing streak, handing the New England Patriots a
fifth straight defeat, 24-17, in a
Monday night television matchup of National Football League
cream puffs.
But, Johnny wasn't celebrating.
Standing two cubicles away
was handsome, young Marty
Donires. The Ivy Leaguer from
Columbia was the crown prince
given the job Unitas owned for
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Garry Evans
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151
Phillip Adams
134
Richard Scott
13.4
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132
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179
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173
Beverly Rogers
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By THE

HUSKER FLYING-Maury Damkroger (461 of Nebraska leaps through a small opening to place the ball on the Colorado one-yard
line. Trying to grahon the ball Is Bud Magrurn (74 of Colorado: Billie Drake 4511 made the stop for Colorado. Mike Reran 4624 is
blocking for Nebraska. Nebraska won 33-10.
(AP Wirephotol

Cornhuskers Close In On--Second-Ranked Tama
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. ranked Alabama.
State 58-14 and picked up three
Southern Cal, a 44-3 victor first-place ballots and 821
Associated Press Sports Writer
The top 13 teams in The As- over Washington State for its points while Nebraska trimmed
sociated Press college football ninth consecutive triumph, re- Colorado, rated 15th last week,
ratings, headed by Southern ceived 40 first-place votes and 33-10 and received five votes
California,remained unchanged 978 points from a nationwide for No. 1 and 797 points.
today but the defending nation- panel of sports writers and
Fourth-ranked Michigan got
al champion Nebraska Corn- broadcasters.
one first-place vote and 708
Alabama trounced Mississippi points after beating Indiana 21huskers closed in on second7 while the other top vote went
to No. 5 Ohio State, which
downed Minnesota 27-19 and
earned 600 points.
Louisiana State's last-second
17-16 squeaker over Mississippi
enabled the Tigers to hold onto
sixth place, followed by Oklahoma, UCLA, Texas and Penn
State. Oklahoma turned back
Iowa State 20-6, UCLA overtook
Stanford 28-23, Texas defeated
Southern Methodist 17-9 and
Penn State drubbed Maryland
46-16.
Aunurn remained atop the
Second Ten, followed by Notre
Dame, Tennessee, Missouri,
Texas Tech, Colorado, Iowa
State, North Carolina and AriOFFER GOOD ONLY AT
zona State, with Stanford and
Yale tied for 20th.
Last week, the Second Ten
consisted of Auburn, Notre
Dame, Tennessee, Iowa State,
Colorado, Missouri, Louisville,
Texas Tech, Air Force and Arkansas.
Louisville, Air Force and Ar-

Burger Chef

6 p.m. - To Closing
People On The Go

Go Burger Chef

kansas dropped out of the Top
Twenty by losing, respectively,
to Tulsa 28-26, Army 17-14 and
Texas A&M 10-7.
They were replaced by North
Carolina, which beat Clemson
26-10; Arizona State, a 55-14
winner over Texas-El Paso;
Stanford, which led eighthranked UCLA until the final
Four minutes, and Yale, an impressive 45-14 winner over favored Dartmouth.
The Top Twenty, with firstplace votes in parentheses, season records arid total points.
Points tabulated on basis of 20184644-1240-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-24 :
9-0
978
1.USCi40t
7. Alabama (3)
8-0
821
3. Nebraska ( 51
797
7-1
4. Michigan ( ii
8-0
708
5. Ohio State I 117-0
600
6. LSU
7-0
524
7. Oklahoma,
6-1
485
8.
9. Texas
6-1
308
10. Penn State
7-1
304
11. Auburn
7-1
225
1271COlfe-Danle
6-1
221
13. Tennessee
5-2
165
14. Missouri
15. Texas Tech
50
7-1
16. Colorado
48
6-3
17. Iowa State
5-2
45
18. No. Carolina
6-1
15
19. Arizona St.
20. Stanford
5-3
20. (tie) Yale
5-1
Others receiving votes, liste4
alphabetically: Air Force, Arkansas, Baylor, Mississippi,
North Carolina State, Washington.
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PORTLAND, Ore. I AP) --The New York Knicks, keyed
by Willis Reed and Walt Frazier,--nverwheloied Portland-in
the second half Monday night
for a 111-95 National Basketball
Association victory over the
Trail Blazers.
The Knicks-Blazers contest
was the only game played in
the NBA and gave the Knicks
an 11-2 record. For the Blazers,
it was the ninth straight loss
with only one victory.
The Blazers -went into the
Second half with a 52-51 lead
before the Knicks got the range
of Portland's guards and
moved onto the offensive.
Reed, reactivated only about
a week ago after spending most
of the past year .idled by injuries, played 33 minutes as he
collected 17 points and six
rebounds for the Knicks.
Frazier scored 16 points in
the second half out for, a total
of 23 for the game along with
11 rebounds, but the game's
scoring leader was New York's
Bill Bradley, who had 24 points.
Sidney Wicks led the Blazers
with 21 points and 11 rebounds
but could gain just one field
goal in the second half as Dave
DeBusschere pushed the Portland star into 12 of the Blazers'
16 turnovers after"the'hal!.
In the only American Basketball Association game scheduled, Utah topped Carolina 124112.
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ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Act. 0.11.
Ero
-st&I---- 10- -I- .909 --New York
11
2 .846 Buffalo
3 8 .273 7
Philadelphia
0 13 000 11
Central Division
4444k4s4aa. _
2_4_ 636
Atlanta
6 6 500 P..?
Baltimore
5 6 455
Cleveland
4 10 286 4,,2
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
9 2 .818
Chicago
8 4 667 1' 2
5 7 417 4' 2
KC Omaha
Detroit
4 8 333 5' 2
Pacific Division
Golden State
Los Angeles
Phoenix
3' 1
Seattle
5' 2
Portland
1 11
083 8' 2
.
Monday's Game
New York 111. Portland 95
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Golden State at Buffalo
Houston at Los Angeles
Baltimore at Atlanta
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Golden State at Boston
Buffalo at Baltimore
Philadelphia at Kansas City
Omaha
Seattle at Milwaukee
gleveland at,.Phoenist
Only games scheduled

16 years.
Somebody asked Domres if
Johnny U. helps him.
"We talk," said Marty, refusing to glance toward the quickdressing old pro. "Yeah, we
talk."
Dornres hit 10 of 19 against
New England for only 89 yards.
One of his shots was a 17yarder for a touchdown to tight
end Tom Mitchell. He admitted
he still has trouble pulling the
trigger.
-I feel more at home eath
game," he said, toweling a
head of thinning hair. "It just
takes time. I've become a little
too cautious, unwilling to cut it
loose. But, Ulan' come."
Joe Thomas, new general
manager of the Colts, was the
man who made the decision to
bench Unitas and look ahead
with the 25-year-old Domres.
-You can't keep going with a
quarterback who'll be 40 years
old next May," said Thomas,
builder of NFL powerhouses as

2

Carolina
Kentucky
Vicginia
New York
Memphis

ABA
East
W L. Pct, G.B.
9 5 643 =
5 6 455 2'?
5
8

7 .4)7 3 •
273 4/
1
2

10 5 667 Utah
7 4 636
Indiana
7 6 538 2
Denver
7 6 538 2
San Diego
Dallas
3 7 .300 4' 2
Monday's Game
4, Carolina 112
Utah
Only 15me scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York at San Diego
Ind,ana at Memphis
Only dames scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Virginia at Denver
Carolina at Kentucky
Memphis vs. Dallas at Okla
homa City
Utah at Indiana
Only games scheduled

personnel chief at Minnesota
and Miami.
John Sandusky, the longtime
Colt assistant coach who became the field bo&s when
Thomas fired Don McCafferty a
month ago, was smiling over
his first victory.
"It wasn't pretty, but it was
a win," he said. "It's my first
and Pin proud of it." Sandusky's players gave him the
game ball as a tribute. He is
now 1-2 and the Colts are 2-6,
tied with- the Pats for third in
the American conference East.
Sandusky wondered for
awhile if he would survive the
"beer bottle touchdown."
In the second quarter with
Baltimore ahead 7-3, New England fans were booing over an
interference call and another
penalty for roughing the passer.
Domres flipped back to Don
Nottingham and the chunky
runner bounced untouched into
the end zone. But, by golly, it
'wasn't a touchdown. Some unhappy Patriot fan had saved a
score with his beer bottle.
One official, the back judge,
said he had called tirneout
amid all the noise after spotting the bottle lying in the end
4
zone.
The unhappy Colts tried it
again, but failed. They settled
for a nine-yard field goal by
Jim O'Brien.

'Bama Wins
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP)Alabama scored three times in
the fourth quarter, twice on
runs by quarterback Richard
Todd, and the Baby Elephants
came from behind to defeat
Tennessee 34-21 in a freshmao
football game Friday.
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Western Auto
Store
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Utah Stars have emerged
the winners of an American
Basketball Association battle of
division leaders, overcoming
the Carolina Cougars 124-112.
Their game at Raleigh Monday night was the league's only
scheduled contest and it found
the Stars, Western Division
leaders, improving their record
to 10-5 while dropping Eastleading Carolina to a 9-5 mark.
Billy Cunningham, who
stormed the nets for 41 points
against the New York Nets Saturday night, had a game high
29 points against Utah, while
getting 25-point help from Mack
Calvin.
Utah had six players in
double figures, led by Glenn
Combs' 24. Willie Wise and Ron
Boone eacb had 23 and Jimmy
Jones added 22 for the Stars.
Utah was ahead by as many
as 15 points in the second period and led 64-53 at halftime.
Carolina managed to pull
within a point at 94-93 early in;
the fourth quarter but with less
than two minutes remaining,
Utah was in front 116-112 and
scored the last eight points.
In the only National Basketball Association game played,
the New York Knicks turned
back Portland 111-95.
*
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Cantrell, Stanley Named
011C 'Stars Of The Week'Good Catches Of Bass
Chuck Cantrell and Jerry
Stanley, of the Murray State
football team, were named as
OVC "Stars of the Week" this
week for their performance
against Austin Peay Saturday.
Cantrell had punts of 56, 46,
55, 63, and 49 in Saturday's
game. Cantrell is a 6-1 200pound senior from Tifton, Ga.
Cantrell led the league in
punting with an average of 40.7
and wag named to the All-OVC
team two seasons ago. He
missed last year with a broken
thumb.
Cantrell also holds the record
for the longest punt ever by a
Murray player, a 73-yard boot.
Jerry Stanley is a 6-3, 212pound senior from Hayti, Mo.
Altering lettering for the last
two years at defensive end, he
was moved to tackle last spring.
Stanley made twelve tackles
and had two assists in the
Racers loss to the Governors.
Morehead quarterback Dave
Schaetzke is the new total offense leader in the Ohio Valley
Conference, and was chosen by
the OVC Monday as the offensive player of the week.
Schaetzke took over the total
offense leadership Saturday by
rolling up 286 total yards. He
connected on 11 of 19 passes for
153 yards and two touchdowns
and rushed 21 times for 133
yards.
Schaetzke, who is now averaging 155 yards per game, recaptured the conference's total
offense lead from East
Tennessee's Alan Chadwick,
who cannot play because of a
knee injury.
Schaetzke's performance propelled Morehead to a 14-7 victory over East Tennessee. His 286
total yards pushed his season
total to 1,087-703 of it passing
and 384 rushing.
He is a 6-foot-1, 180-pound
junior from Toledo, Ohio, who
was the conference's offensive

player of the week earlier this
year also and thus became the
first player to be so honored
twice this season.

The defensive player of the
week is Ray Oldham, Middle
Tennessee defensive back, who
intercepted two passes, made
seven tackles and three assists
and knocked down one pass to
lead Middle Tennessee to a 21-7
victory over Western Kentucky.
He's a 5-foot-11, 200-pound senior from Gallatin, Tenn.
The OVC named these players as Stars of the Week:
—Morehead,Durwood Brittle,
Rick Fox and Mike Hawkins.
—Middle Tennessee, Randall
Miller, Coleman Murdock and
Bob Orsillo.
—Western Kentucky, Andrew
Francis and Dave Nollner.
—East Tennessee, Jerry
Jones, Peewee Brown and Doug
Mitchell.
—Eastern Kentucky, Wally
Chambers,Rich Thomas, Larry'
Kirksey and Greg Kuhn.
—Murray, Chuck Cantrell
and Jerry Stanley.
—Tennessee Tech, Elois
Grooms, John Fitzpatrick, Paul
Hunter and Bob Dorsey.
—Austin Peay, Rick Christophel, Gary Kaufman, Jim
Thompson, Mike Hargis and
Jerry Seay.

'Stork' Leads Rutgers
To Frisbee Win Monday

Reported At Some Lakes

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — cellent in upper lake in the
Generally fair fishing is report- jumps on spin ers; black hags
ed around Kentucky with a few good in upper lake on artimajor lakes providing good ficia
nightcrawlers jigged
catches of bass, the State De- along stump line; clear, falling
partment of Fish and Wildlife and 59.
Resources reports.
BARKLEY — Crappie good
The lake-by-lake rundown:
on minnows in submerged covGREEN — Crappie good on er; black bass on medium and
minnows in timbered coves and deep runners along the dropalong channels and drop-offs; offs; below (lam, catfish fair on
black bass on medium and cut bait; murky,stable and 58.
BOSTON ( AP — For Tom
deep runners along points and
BARREN — Black bass good
Webster of the New England
drop-offs; clear, falling and 62. in lower lake by trolling deep
Whalers, it's either feast or
GRAYSON — Black bass fair runners along drop-offs;
famine.
on medium and deep runners crappie fair to good on min"It's funny how things go,"
along points and banks; nows in submerged cover; murWebster mused after he picked
crappie fair on minnows in the ky, falling fast and 58.
up his second three-goal game
stickups; clear to murky, rising
DEWEY — Crappie good on
of the season to lead the Whaand 59.
minnows in submerged cover;
lers over the Winnipeg Jets 6-2
Fishtrap — Bluegill good on black bass on medium runners
Monday night and put New
worms in cover areas; crappie along rocky points and banks;
England into second place in
good on small minnows in in- clear to murky, stable and 58.
the World Hockey Association's
lets and bays; clear, falling
ROUGH RIVER — Black
Eastern Division.
and 56.
bass good in south fork on deep
"I had a three-goal game,
CUMBERLAND — Black runners and black doll flies
and then I go six games withbass good on small crawfish with black pork rind; crappie
out scoring and then I have a
and medium and deep runners fair on minnows in timbered
three-goal night again," Webalong
points and banks; coves and stump beds; clear to
ster said.
crappie good on minnows along murky to muddy, falling and
-The chances were there
channel banks and stump beds; 59.
against the Jets," he said. "I
below dam, trout fishing go;
BUCKHORN — Black bass
had chances in other games,.
clear stable and 64.
_lair. on artificial nightcrawlers
too, but I guess when the puck
DALE HOLLOW — Crappie- along points and banks; white
wants to go in the net it goes
good on minnows in submerged bass .fair on minnows along
cover; black bass Fair. on me- deep banks; clear to murky,
The game was the only one
dium and deep runners; clear, falling and 57.
schedule in the WHA or the
fatting and 59.
National Hockey League MonHERRINGTON — Bluegill
FOOTBALL
day night.
good
on worms along deep
WINSTON-SAL
EM,
Players to Rejion
N.C.
—
Larry Pleau opened the scoring for the Whalers before Milt Wake Forest University an- banks; black bass fair on meATLANTA AP) — The AtBlack evened it up within three nounced that Tom Harper dium and deep runners along lanta Flames have announced
points
and
banks;
clear
to
murwould
be
relieved
of
his
head
minutes. Webster got his first
that two injured players will reof three, and New England held coaching duties at the end of ky to muddy, stable and 60.
join
the National Hockey
KENTUCKY
— Black bass
a 2-1 edge into the third period. the season.
League club this weekend.
excellent
in
lower
lake
on
surFormer Boston Bruins' star
BASKETBALL
Larry Romanchych, who inface and medium runners along
Teddy Green boosted it to 3-1.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The
all banks; crappie fair on min- jured his left knee in practice
Wally Boyer kept the Jets American Basketball Associnows along drop-offs; below last month, will dress for the
alive, beating goalie Al Smith ation Memphis Tams placed
dam, catfish and sauger fair on Toronto game Sunday. Bill Hoon the short side. Then Tommy second-year guard Larry King
cut bait and shad minnows; gaboam, out since Sept. 23
Williams stretched it to 4-2 be- on waivers to make way for
when he tore ligaments in a
murky, stable and 58.
fore Webster completed his hat former Kentucky Colonels
NOLIN — White bass ex- preseason contest, will work
trick.
guard Darel Carrier.
out with Atlanta Sunday.

Win Over Jets
Puts Whalers
In 2nd Place

Spies in
Brief

By HENRY GOTTLIEB .
Associated Press Writer
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.
(AP) — In the annal of championship Frisbee, mark down
this name: "The Stork."
Dan "Stork" Roddick holds
the national long distance
Frisbee throwing record and he
led Rutgers to a 29-27 victory
over Princeton on Monday in
the
first
intercollegiate
Ultimate Frisbee game.
"Long live the Stork!" cried
one ecstatic Rutgers fan.
"Have you ever seen anything
like it? He's beautiful!"
Frisbee is the game played
with a plastic disc, nine inches
in diameter, which floats
through the air like a flying
saucer about to land or a discus thrown at 60 miles per
hour.
Ultimate Frisbee is a relative
of football. One team "flings
off" to the other, which tries to
pass the disk down the field until the Frisbee sails over the
goal line into an offensive players hands. If the Frisbee
touches the ground the defensive team gains possession and
moves it in the opposite direction. The playing field is 60 by
40 yards and the game lasts 48
minutes.
Players are not allowed to
run with the Frisbee, only pass
it, and a touchdown is scored
much the way a touchdown is
scored in football. One important rule: No tackling.
When the two teams began
playing it appeared that the
orawny Princetonians would
rout their lighter opponents, as
the Tigers jumped off to a 3-0
lead.
But then "The Stork" struck.
His long bomb downfield for a
touchdown was followed minutes later by a tally in which
The Stork" leaped high to
snare the wobbling platter before a crowd of Tiger jerseys
could bring it down.
Reddick, at 6-foot-3 the tallest
man on the field, quickly be-

came the favorite of the crowd
of about 1,000 that gathered to
cheer for the home team.
•'The Stork," so labeled because he towers over his opponents, is a 24-year-old bearded
graduate student at Rutgers,
who has been playing Frisbee
since 1964.
"It's in my blood," he says,

flexing his fingers during a
practice session. "I'm a
Frisbee freak."
At the Seattle Worlds Fairgrounds, Roddick gave a
Frisbee tossing exhibition. It
was then, he said, that he set
the world's record for the
Frisbee throw: 210 feet, 9'1
inches.

USOC To Improve Public
Relations With New Look
NEW YORK )AP) — The
Committee,
U.S. Olympic
brushed by external problems
and facing internal unrest, is
going out after a new image—a
real Madison Avenue image.
The USOC announced Monday at a meeting here that it
hoped to hire a public relations
firm to give the group a new—
and better—look.
We feel this is advisable because of the criticism and distortions that came out of the
Munich Olympics," said Clifford H. Buck, the _outgoing
USOC president.
This position was solidified
by Robert J. Kane, a longtime
Olympic official who,.now is
first vice preSideht OT the
USOC.
He warned the members:
"We can no longer live in a vacuum. We are being clinically
scrutinized by an aggressive
and probing press. We can no
longer tolerate tawdry politics."
Kane, the athletic director at
Cornell University, added that
the Olympic Committee "treats
our athletes as mindless chattels."
"If we don't put our house in
order, someone else will put it
in order for us," said Kane,
who lost a bitter battle for the
nomination as USOC president
to Philip 0. Krum,

Monday's meeting at a midtown hotel was the first since '
the turbulent Munich Games,
where the U.S. Olympians were
beset with a myriad of problems. The various American
mishaps, blunders and defeats
brought warnings of a possible
Congressional investigation and
provoked the withdrawal of
membership by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
NCAA).
The NCAA,representing most
of the colleges and universities
in the country, had four members on the USOC's Executive
Committee. But they were conspiciously absent Monday as
the committee aired its recent
problems, discussed future
plans and nominated a new
slate of officers Monday.
Krurnm, a retired businessman from Kenosha, Wis., and
Denver, was nominated as
president of the committee.
Nomination is tantamount to
election at the general congress
in Colorado Springs this February.
The USOC took only a short
time in accepting the NCAA
resignation, but left the door
open for a possible re-entry by
the far-flung group. The athletic directors urgçd that the
USOC meet with fiCAA repre-.
sentatives to deftne problem
areas between the two bodies.
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Bel Air Shopping Center
Hours 9-9 Men -Sat.,
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8308
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5-oz. Size
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1.69 Reg. Price
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Now Herbal Essence in a Cream Rinse for
Softer Hair with More Body.
8-Ounce Size

Reg. '2.25 Vol.
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Foamy Shave Cream
CERTIFIC A TE

61/4-ounce Size

or the professional look of the beauty shop!

Regular

DELUXE TRAC II

1.29 Value
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Buy A Pair and Have A Spare
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An Ideal Gift for All Men
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NASAL SPRAY
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4-ounce Size
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RIGHT
GUARD

• LIGHT NATURAL HERBACEOUS FRAGRANCE
• STOPS WETNESS AND ODOR
• CONTAINS NATURAL INGREDIENTS

Regular

For the relief of nasal
congestion of sinuses.

111

Anti Perspirant

1.29 Value

Reg. 9.79
Value
8-Ounce

At This Low, Low Price

ALL ARE NON-STING
Regular II.49 Value
••.••••or •

•

Regular 1 1.39 Value

Ounce

ANTI-PERSPIRANT/DEODORANT
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Applicable Thermal Rules To Be Observed By TVA At Brown Plant
in Northern Alabama, and there
is therefore no dispute requiring
a hearing - before the AEC
Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board, TVA said today in a

WASHINGTON, D.C.-TVA
will observe all "applicable
state and Federal thermal
standards" in the operation of
its Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
Ari:_kOSS
1 Fondle
4 A washing
8 Chestnut
speckled
with white
12 Mans name
13 Site of
Tai Mahal
14 Great Lake
15 Title of respect
16 32nd President
18 Poplar tree
20 Man's name
21 Hypothetical
force
22 Simian
23 Parcels of land
27 Pale
29 Bitter vetch
30 Open to•view
31 Conjunction
32 Stroke
33 Poem
.34 Maiden loved
by Zeus
35 Boundary
37 Mournful
38 Mohammedan
chieftain
39 Level
40 Deface
41 Man's
nickname
42 Sense
44 Measured
duration of
47 Leavetaking
51 Be in. debt
52 Sacred image
53 Solar disk
54 Unit of
Japanese
currency
55 Skin. of fruit
56 Conduct
5.7 Attempt

-'TAW

4 Farm bunding
5 Time gone by
6 Bodies of
soldiers
7 Hurry
8 Spin
9 Nattve metal
10 be ill
11 Openwork
fabric
17 Latin
conjunction
'
9 Mans
n na me
22 Skill
24 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
25 Tidy
26 Portico
27 Animal
28 Seed coating
29 Dine
30 Unusual
1

2
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Teutonic deity
Care for
Pitcher
Negate
Plunge
Dutch town
American
essayist
50 Brown kiwi

32 Trap
33 Paddle
36 Parent
tcolloq )
37 Greet
38 Nearly
40 Substance
41 Three toed
sloth
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P• \SI IS

NURSE.
HURRY!! THE
DOCTOR HAS
FAINTED I

statement filed with the
Commission.
The State of Alabama has
requested a hearing in the
AEC's proceedings concerning
the issuance of an operating
license for the plant on the
ground that the TVA environmental impact statement
proposed operation in violation
of state water quality standards.
This
assumption
is
"erroneous," TVA said, and
points to its supplemental environmental statement, issued
November 8, 1971, which said in
part, "TVA has stated and
continues to maintain the
position that it will comply with
whatever
standards
are
ultimately adopted..."
TVA began building the 3,456
mW nuclear facility in 1967 and
construction has taken place
over a period in
which
legislation, regulation, and
court decisions have produced
numerous major changes in
environmental and safety
standards.
Alabama's current standards
on warm water discharges
require that the temperature of
the Tennessee River ( Wheeler
Reservoir) shall not be increased more than 5 degrees F.
above the natural prevailing
background temperature, nor
exceed a maximum of 86
degrees F.
•-TVA intends to-insurithat the.
operation of the Browns Ferry
plant will cause no harm to
aquatic life in Wheeler

IS HE ALL RIGHT? WAS
IT SOMETHING I SAID?

Reservoir. Therefore, in addition to complying with water
quality standards it will conduct
an extensive
monitoring
program to detect any
significant changes in aquatic
life resulting from heated water
discharges.
TVA also warned in its
statement that compliance with
Alabama standards, during the
17-month interim period in 197374 after startup of the first
generating units and while
cooling towers are being constructed, would force a shutdown at the plant which,
depending on conditions at the
time, could endanger the power
supply for the entire Southeast.
"At most times during the 17month period, operation of the
plant within the
Alabama
thermal standards is possible
through regulation of stream
flow in Wheeler Reservoir,"
TVA informed the
AEC.
"During July and August,
however, natural water temperatures often apporach or
exceed the 86 degree F.
maximum.
"Under these natural warm
water conditions it will be
necessary to reduce generation
or shut down the plant
altogether in order to remain
within the standards. Such
reduced generation or shutdown
will inevitably result in serious
economic losses.
-- "Since -these- cutbacks would
coincide with TVA system
summer peak 'loads, reliability
of power supply to customers

HE'5 A GREAT
PEDIATRICIAN,BUT CHILDREN
MAKE HIM NERVOUS!

SEE...I UNDERSTAND

C

4
-7

BLONDIE
PRACTICING 1.
A HEW MAGIC TR.1CK
DASWOOD HOLD uP
youa Haw DKEO.CMiEF

you

I TOLD YOU
I WAS JUST
PRACTICING

CUT A HOLE IN MY
HANDKERCHIEF?

NOW,
I'LL CLIP IT
RIGHT THERE

ii

10
"
c.)

4
,1'
)

_
•

diktrv

erlic

-LET'S LOOK FOR THE GiAHT
UNCLE WALKER,'

AMY MORE NEWS OF
THE GIANT OF KALUGA
PASS?

\Xi

121:-cz

New Happy Helpers IS

t 'q-Ili

Hospital Report

A WASTE Of TIME.
HE DoESN'T EXIsT

NoVember 4, 1972
ADULTS..87
NURSERY..6
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Denise Alice Duncan,
Route 5, Benton, Miss Laura
Lou Rogers, 101 N. 17th,
Murray, Mrs. Lorraine Sue
Adams, 632 W. Olive Street,•
Murray, Mrs. Shirley Je'ari
Vaughn, Route 1, Murray,
Raymond Ray Jackson, Route
1, Almo, Mrs. Mildred Outland,
Route 7, Murray, Mrs. Fannie
Dell Bazzeli, Farmington,
Eldon Ronald Allbritten, Nett
Concord, Jerry Dee Lamb, No.
73 Shady Oaks Tr. Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Marie Betts, 624 Broad
Murray, Mrs. Erma Lee
Wilson,235 Riveria Ct., Murray,
Jartieff Thorns Gibson, Hazel,
Charles William Rose, Route 2,
Hazel, Martin Wells Bailey,
Route 2, Box 37, Murray.

FOR 'Thef GHOST
WHO WA/KS"
4W0 SOME
?WES CAN BE
WRONG

re, )14
1

BEATLE BAILEY
• CAN NEVER SLEEP
TFIE NIGI-1T BEFORE I GO
TO GET MY DO 1.10EN4E
RENEWED
•

,
•

O

ff

NANCY
RING
RING

ITS THE
DOORBELL,
NANCY I'LL GET IT

IT'S THE RUG CLEANER --HE'S HERE TO TAKE
THE RUG

LW ABNER

bcpis!!."

WHEN AH FIRES- RUN !!WHEN AH FIRF.S AGIN -SADIE RUNS!!
TH'PoRE SOUL Si IE KETCHES GOTTA MARK-Y
HER,A1.1' NO AXI N.FO'MERCY !!

SADIE CAUGHT A HUSBAND. THE
OTHER SPINSTERS OF DOGPATCH
LIKED THE: IDEAStlet

•lIV."r •••
..4
(;"$*) •

5.4

4s,

60

Is Now One of Our

A

MAYOR
HAWKINS
SUMMONS
THE
LOCAL
BACHEI.OPG

Santa Claus, Ind., To
Keep Famous Postmark

MRS: HILDA CHART

THE PHANTOM

PACE'BECAME AN ANNUAL&-kirk5E-FLO
EVENT WHICH SPP.EAD ALL OVER :
THE WORLD
rric

rr

Il

Call
753-191

dr

Is Happy to Announce I
.
•
.
•

4

f.

„c. _

hurIndividualHoroscope

served by the system could be but to meet whatever thermal
Frances Drake
endangered, as well as the standards are applicable."
power
other
of
integrity
Not only is a hearing in the
the case unnecessary, TVA said,
throughout
systems
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1972
Southeast.
but the holding of prehearing
Look in the section in. which SAGITTARIUS
"TVA considers that ,the 86 ,conferences and a hearing itself
degree F. and 5 degree F. wuld impose "heavy demands your birthday comes and find iNov. 23 to Dec. 21)
thermal criteria are more on management and staff- and what your outlook is, according
now
Stellar influences
stringent than is required for "even worse, (offer) the to the stars.
suggest that you be tenacious of
purpose, constructive in plan.
the protection and propagation possibility of operating delay in ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
System and flexibility are both
of aquatic life in Wheeler a critically needed facility."
Enlist assistance where needed. Channel efforts into
Reservoir. Accordingly, TVA
The Browns Ferry plant will needed. Do not try to do too sound directions.
intends to continue its
discussions with Alabama and have three generating units of much at once. Indications of CAPRICORN
Federal officials in an effort to 1152 megawatts each, scheduled help from unexpected sources. I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 11Ta
for
new
ready
secure adoption of thermal for commercial operation Make
Do not be swayed by your
limitations which it believes successively in August 1973, arrangements, maybe a detour. emotions. Objectivity will bring
you a clearer view of all
will protect these interests April 1974, and October 1974, TAURUS
while at the same tune avoiding The mechanical draft cooling ( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti'qt, situations. Fine opportunities to
If planning to make changes, advance.
cur- towers for these units, now
power
unnecessary
sure that they are both
be
under
construction,
are
tailments.
AQUARIUS
reasonable and in order, or you
"Whatever the outcome of scheduled for completion in
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
In
difficulties.
into
will
run
Special care needed in partthese efforts, however, TVA July 1974, October 1974, and general, stick to routine.
nerships;
also in imparting
recognizes that it has no choice January 1975.
GEMINI
knowledge or giving advice by
May 22 to June 21)
teachers, others in a position of
It may take longer than usual
influence.
point
or
put
over
a
to make a
t;;,;
new idea, but you can still ac- PISCES
Feb.
20
to
(
Mar.
20
complish a lot and make a good
A good day for everyday
impression.
matters and, in some respects,
CANCER
for the unusual and ex(June 22 to July 23)
Stress your clear-cut, smart traordinary. Look for some
Yes, there is a Santa I "Santa Claus." On that night, perceptions. Direct your ver- good news in the p.m.
Claus. and according to the the idea was born and officially satility into profitable channels.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
U.S. Postal Service there will accepted.
An all-around good day!
extremely ambitious inThe post office came four LEO
continue to be a Santa Clausdividual, endowed with an
Indiana, that is-even in an age years later but it wasn't until (July 24 to Aug. 23)
A good day for activity; for outstanding gift of leadership. If
where the Zip Code has the late 1920's when the town
replaced small town postmarks. started to receive national revising projects, methods. a man, you may join the armed
Congressnifin Roger Zion, R- recognition. A cartoon in Watch spending - of time, forces, where you would make
an outstanding commander.
Ind.„ announced today that the Ripley's "Believe It or Not" money and energies.
You could also shine as a
Postmaster General's office has started a chain of letters from - VIRGO
WP t"A. captain of industry or as a
confirmed that the famous children wanting to knpw if ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
leader of state. The stage may
Mercury,
favorable,
there
really
was
a
Santa
Claus
community in his southern
came stimulates your skills and attract you and, if so, your
Indiana district would get to and as the letters
talents. You should accomplish outgoing personality, coupled
name-Scaring post residents started writini_back
Keep-the-ball-rellingrthe- witli your fine sense of drama
children
there
mark, the town's most im- to assure the
could help you to scale the
door
to
opportunity open.
was. With the help of the
portant asset since 1856.
heights in brilliant fashion.
LIBRA
American
Legion
and
other
Zion noted that while other
Your financial acumen is
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
small towns have lost their groups in the area this custom
Aims, goals, procedures all remarkable and this fact,
identifying postmarks in the still exists today.
need to be scrutinized for teamed with your tremendous
Only once before
was the possible erroneous thinking or ambition, should bring you a
modernization of the country's
mail service, none have fulfilled community threatened with the planning. Keep excitement to a considerable
of
amount
a tradition as completely as has loss of its postmark. During the minimum - and CON- material success. Birthdate of:
30's the volume of Christmas CENTRATE!
Katharine Hepburn, stage and
Santa Claus, Ind.
film star.
While
the town
has a mail became so unwieldy that SCORPIO
population of only about 250 postal officials decided to close (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Ind
year-round residents, its unique the post office and eliminate the
Planetary influences now
LAND DISCOVERY
castle-like post office attracts problems caused by so much warn against unstable notions
On Oct. 12, 1492, land was
about 4 million pieces of mail mail in such a small postal and weak or deceptive
discovered by the three-vessel
annually, the bulk of the center.
associations; also indifference,
When the plan was made which could lead to confusion. expedition led by Christopher
avalanche falling during the
Columbus,
Christmas season. This mail known, however, the Post Office
Department
was
deluged
with
represents about 50,000 letters
addressed to "Santa" from letters of protest from across
children across the country as the Hoosier state forcing the
well as hundreds of thousands of department to reconsider and
Christmas cards and packages keep the post office. At this
brought in and sent in for the point, however, the department
did make a ruling that no future
Santa Claus postmark.
•
Legend relates the town got Santa Claus post offices would •
its unusual name in 1852 when be granted elsewhere in the •
•
- its pioneers --couldn't deqcitt United State.
Over the yea-ri-sine& thinth -1
upon a name for the com•
munity. At a Christmas Eve large volumes of mail receives
•
at
the
office
led
to
the
concommunity party the problem
S
•
was being debated without struction of a larger building in •
success when the village Santa 1957 with post office officials •
U
Claus, laden with gifts to be commenting in the dedication, •
exchanged, walked in and the "Fantasy and sentiment are an •
•
children present announced, important part of American •
•
persoanlity, Santa Claus •
symbolizes that fine spirit."
•
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November 5, 1972
ADULTS 99
NURSERY 6
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Youel Lee Duncan, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Nelda Elizabeth
Cook, New Concord, Master
Timmy Lee Todd, Rt. 6,
Murray, Wavel Randolph
Marine, Rt. 7, Murray, Miss
Barbara Kay Tolley, Rt. 1,
Dover, Tenn., Robert Wayne
Rudolph, Rt. 1, Dexter, Luther
T. Easley, Rt. 7, Mayfield

Panama population
PANAMA CITY (UM The population of Panama in
1970 totaled 1,428.082, an
increase of 352,541 over the
1%0 census of 1.075,541, the
Statistics . Division of the
-ChTeropMe, fieneral 44.ports.
Panama is the most sparsely
populated of the Latin
American countries. -

Hughes Carpet
Sale
- Is-Still Going Great!!
Because of the demand we are going to keep the sale
_going through the .rnonth of November. So if you need
carpet for Christmas you can buy this month and have it
installed next month.
WE HAVE SHAGS, RANDOM SHEER, COMMERCIAL
* ALL ON SALE *

WALLPAPER SALE
Starts Wednesday, November 8
ENTIRE STpCK

Wallpaper

25%°f

WE NEED THE ROOM FOR OUR NEW SPRING WALLPAPER

Hughes Paint
Store

401 Maple Street

Phone 753-3642
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CUTE,CURLY and loveable AKC Poodle puppies, 7 weeks old.
Phone 753-5984 or see at 1408
Poplar.
N9P

1969 FORTY-TWO foot house
boat, twin 185 h.p. engine,6.5 KW
power plant. Heat and air, depth
finder and other extras. Winter
price $16,000. Phone 753-3648 or
N13C
MASSEY FERGUSON number 753-6202.
410 combine, used 2 seasons. Has
quick attach header, reel lift, NICE FOX Trotting mare, gentle
P.U. reel chopper, cab, header to ride, 3 years old. Phone days
control. $5450.00. Formal] M with 753-7100 or after 6:00 p.m. 753power steering, 2 row mounted 8257.
N9C
corn picker, 'both for $750.00.
Bearcat grinder mixer with AKC REGISTERED golden
magnet and feed table, $950.00. retriever, 3 years old, female,
AC model 72 combine, used very spayed. Obedience trained.
little. In like new condition, Excellent for farm family. Phone
$750.00. Phone 1-901-932-2151. N9C 753-4907.
N9C

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Another Viewe

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
unfurnished. 2 bedroom, living
room, kitchen, utility, bath.
Carpeted, air-conditioned, dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974
or 753-3864
N7C

BYARS CONSTRUCTION Co.
needs carpenters and carpenter
helpers full time. Phone 492-8383,
after 5:00 p.m. phone 492N7P
8390.
EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS,
afternoon shift, must be neat,
efficient and able to work
weekends. Apply in person
Colonial House Smorgasbord. TF

I ACCEPT
REP6E5

C
NEEDED ONE salesman to work
Murray area. Company car
furnished for business and
pleasure. Group hospital and life
insurance, retirement paid 100
per cent by company. $8,000 to
$12,000 first year potential. Must
have previous sales experience
or sales aptitude.Interviews will
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
on Saturday if necessary. Call
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
for appointment.
TFC

mot
wiwie

ft

New Patton Museum
Built At Ft. Knox

753-1916

CALL

753-7278

RI
pers

It

the sale
need
have it
CIAL

25'

Southern Forests Yield
67 Per Cent Of Pulpwood

,

ff
ALLPAPER

F53-3642

FOR RENT
Modern Office Space-521
sq. ft.-first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnished, parking space.
If interested contact
Western
Dark
Fired
Tobacco
Growers
Association, Tobacco,
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Tels. 753-3341-3342.

THREE MILK goats. Phone 753- 10 GALLON and 5 gallon
7948.
LARGER THAN LIFE, JUST AS THE MAN WAS- A
N9P aquarium, with stand. Fully
equipped. Phone 753-8260.
N9C
bust of the late Gen. George S. Patton, Jr., greets
FULL SIZE brass bed. Phone 753visitors to the recently-completed first phase of the
8058.
N9P RCA HOME entertainment
Patton Museum of Cavalry and Armor at Fort Knox,
FURNISHED HOUSE for college
center, includes color TV,,
Ky. Looking at the bust are Jim Cook Louisville,
SCE,E•5
one Wel( front University.
girls,
SET
OF
chrome reverse wheels stereo, FM-AM radio, 8 track
president of the Cavalry-Armor Foundation; and Col.
Available November 1. Phone
Tn. Rog J S 17.1
with
caps
and
tape
chrome
player,
lug
in
walnut
nuts
for
Italian
U,A.d
1972
by
0
FoOtore
in,
**a.m.
E. W. Sharp, special assistant to the Commanding
753-4974.
TEC
a Chevrolet. Phone 753-7785. N9C Provincial, $350.00. Phone 753General for the Modern Volunteer Army. Dedication
5762.
"NIOW WHAT?"
N1OC
of the museum is set for Saturday, Nov. 11, General
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
USED TRAILERS, electric
WANTED
Patton's birth date.
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air
REDUCE
SAFE
and
fast
with
SERVICES
OFFERED
motors, refrigerators, washing
NOTICE
conditioned,
u1ilities furnished.
GRILL
COOK
GoBese
Tablets and E-Vap
machine, electric roaster, pedal
One block from University
HAULING DONE anytime.
sewing machine, chain hoist, -water pills" Holland Drug Apply In Person to
campus. Couples only, no pets.
Garbage in county. Will haul
_NBC
electric-drills, and saws, electric Stor*,2Q0South4th.
GRECIAN
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC.".
STEAK
HOUSE
newspapers
your
from
bundled
concrete drill, all types of
Raspberry
home. J.D. Pace. Phone 753electric switch boxes. You name CREOSOTED POLES and penta
N14C
OPENING
it, we might have it. Shown after treated lumber. Also styrofoam INDUSTRIAL
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
ENGINEER. 7450.
color TV,air conditioned, electric
SOON!
pm. each evening, Dill logs for dock flotation. Murray Light- metaLfat_ricator of conheat. $100.00 'per month, deposit •.;
A monument to George 5,„ muzzle-loading rifle with a Electric located Murray Drive In Lumber Company, 104 Maple sumer products has immediate JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
N8C openings for experienced in- Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
required.-phone 753-7358,
- 1r
Patton, Jr., built of concrete telescope; the only collection of Theatre Entrance.
N9C Street.
CARPET SALE, all of Novem(lustrial engineers in plants carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
hard as his character and grey autographed photographs of
ber.
Hughes
Paint Store, 401
TFC
as his early days in the Battle of Hitler's field marshals, cap- CRAIG FLOOR mount stereo LOFTY pile, free from soil is the located in Western Kentucky and 753-7625 nights.
Maple Street, Murray.
N16C FURNISHED APARTMENT,
the Bulge, will be dedicated tured by Patton; a complete tape player,2 Craig speakers and carpet cleaned with Blue Lustre. Western Tennessee. Applicants
living room, kitchen, bathrom»
BULLDOZER
WORK, trucking,
Saturday, November 11-his display of service medals of the 5 tapes. One month old. Priced Rent electric shampooer $1. Big should be experienced in time
with showerand bath. One or two,
.
also
gravel,
bank
fill
dirt
and
K,
Belaire
Shopping
NI1C
Center.
layout
Need
plant
control,
a
quick breakfast,
study, cost
U.S. Army, including an 1862 reasonable. Phone 753-8934 after
birth date-at Fort Knox.
hedro(itiis. Zimmerman Aparttopsoil.
Phone
354-8138,
Hardin,
lunch or supper? Try our
tooling. We offer an atand
The new Patton Museum of Congressional Medal of Honor; 4:00 p.m.
N13C
ments, South 16th Street, 753TFC
BELTONE FACTORY fresh tractive salary, benefits, plus or 354-8161 after 5:00 n.m.
country ham on a biscuit,
Cavalry and Armor opens still the 1939 French Cadillac Patton
6609.
November7C
hearing
batteries
aid
make
for
all
25
cents
eat-h. But only 1 or
growth potential leading to plant
another chapter in the legend was riding in when he was BROWNING
AUTOMATIC
SEPTIC
TANK
cleaning,
back
hearing
aids.
Wallis Drugs. N8C rnanageent. Send complete
take'em out by the sackthat was the great World War II fatally injured in an accident, shotgun. Call 753-1387, ask for
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp
and the van he used for field Willard.
resume to P.O. Box 32-B,
general.
1TP
fuls- TRIANGLE INN unfurnished apartment, central
753-5933.
TFC
SLEEPING
PROBLEM?
Murray, Ky. 42071. Equal op-i
A "Patton Museum" at Fort quarters.
heat and air. Good location.
A special feature of the MAGNAVOX SOLID state AM- Restless? Get Snoozer Tablets for portunity employer.
N11C PIANO
Knox is not entirely new. Its
aik Available October
TUNING-Repair I. Phone 753- :
a
safe
night's
sleep.
Only
98
cents
FM
museum
radio-record
is
a
99-seat
"Old
nucleus came from enemy
player complex
If You
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser4331.
TFC
Holland
Drug
Store,
109
South
APPLICATIONS FOR full and vice. 15 years experience.
tanks and armor captured by Ironsides" theater, where a 33- with Pioneer speakers. Phone
Rebuilt
Miss
4th.
N8C part time waiters, assistant
Gen. Patton and The Third minute film of Patton's life will 753-8455.
N9C
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
FURNISHED THREE bedroom
• }leis and bus boys will be ac- Murray, Kentucky.
Army during WW II, and the be shown every hour. The
Phone..,
Phone 753home. 10 miles South of Murray.
• pted for Pagliacci Italian Food 8911.
collection was formally opened theater will also be used for TWO HOUSE trailer axles and
November21C
Call Puryear, 1-901-247-5353 for
wheels and tires. Phone 753, dinner restaurant), at its new
in May of 1949, in one of Fort lectures.
appointment. Must furnish ,
'outside the museum, in a 40- 4418.
cation SR-69 and Fairview
Knox's indoor firing ranges.
N9C
Before 5:00 p.m.
FOREIGN FEMALE lady needs
references.
N8P
'reet, Paris, Tenn., Wednesdays
Constructed at a cost of about acre park-like setting, are
About Our
job. Phone 767-4744.
N9C
or
.aid Thursdays 3:30 to 5:00
$250,000 all from private con- exhibits ranging from a World
AUTOS FOR SALE
tributions raised by the War I Renault tank to an Honest
Aluminum Plates p.m.
N7C
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Cavalry-Armor Foundation, the John missile. There are swings 1967
unfurnished. 2 bedrooms, living
REBEL
door,
two
power
Control,
phone
100
753-3914,
South
Between
6:00
_new museum covers 10,000 and slides for children, picnic brakes
p.m.
room,
kitchen, utility, bath.
LUBRICATION
AND
wash
man
and
steering,
radio
13th Street. "Every day you
and
each
-square feet. This in the first tables for family-outings and snow
Carpeted, air-conditioned, dishwantet Apply _in person to clejo lets burrs have their._7:00
tires. EiCellent contlition.
p.m.
In
The
phase of a four-phase project rest room facilities.
washer,_ refrjgerotor, stove,
Sanders-Purdom Motor Salei; way.,"
Phone 753-8432. Call between- 2
Trr -Everting-Museum hours are 9 a.m. to
that will eventually cover 40,000
The
garbage
ledger
disposal. Phone"73-4974
&
Times
1406
West
Math.
N7C
and 9 p.m.
N7C
If you know your route
square feet and house a wide 4:30 p.m. daily except Christor 753-3865.
N9C
boy's
number.
please
call
mas and New Year's. Guided
103 N. 4th Street - OLAN MILLS needs ladies
range of armor items.
trMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
1969 GRAND PRIX Pontiac,
to do A
first,
him
If
you
get
no
tours
are
available
to
groups.
A fund-raising dinner will be
307 N. 4th 753-6091
Murray, Ky.
THREE BEDROOM house. ,
survey work, by phone. Also light!
factory air and power steering
results then cal. John
RADIO, TELEVISION,
held after the dedication There is no admission charge.
Double carport, electric heat,
delivery
work.
Apply
in
person
and
brakes.
to
Model
J.
Phone
Stereo
Pasco , Jr at the above
AMSMALL APPLIANCE
753-1916
In 1971, Fort Knox conducted
ceremonies by the Cavalryand fireplace. In Blood River
SALES & SERVICE
Mrs.
• Higgins, Monday,
FM and tape player. One owner.
number
during
the
hours
a
survey
of
the
museum's
Armor Foundation to bring in
IN CB & CAR
area. Phone 436-2427.
November 13 at 9:00 a.m., SPECIALIZING
Can be seen at Dell's Gulf, 5
N8C •
listed
RADIO_REPAIR
additional money for the second 300,000 visitors and found that
EXTRA
Midtowner
pigs
15
weaning
NICE
Motel
Points,
or
phone
NI1C
753-3078.
N7C
over 60 per cent of them came
phase of the museum.
HOUSE TRAILER on Ky. lake.
Phone 436-5454 or 436-2220. N7C
The more than 1,500 items in to the post solely to tour the
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Two bedroom with electric heat.
WANTED.
COOKS
and
1971
BUICK
Custom
Skylark
two
the museum include a Civil War museum.
BLUE MARLIN
60'x12'. $60.00 a month. Phone
door hardtop,for sale by original 1969 ONE TON Ford wrecker, all waitresses., full time. Apply in installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
436-2427.
•
N8C
owner. 350 cubic inch, double in new condition. House trailer person to Southside Restaurant,
Wed. ilt Fri. night-Brent
N9C TAYLOR SEED Co. is open for
Rower, factory air, vinyl top. For axles, used 900x20 tires. Phone South 12th Street.
& Men-Say-Shuns; Sat.
custom cleaning of Lespedeza
N7C
information phone 753-2275 or 753- 753-5429 after 4:00 p.m.
night-Glenn I.ittleton's
NEW THREE bedroom brick
seed. P.O. Box 657. Phone 7531323.
N7C
Combo.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
apartment, Carpet, central heat
5742.
N8C
SPECIAL
and air, range, disposal, washer
Hot roast beef sandwich
NEW THREE bedroom brick, on
1969 ' CHEVROLET Impala
COLLECTOR'S CORNER, next and dryer hook up, large lot.
with whipped potatoes and
150 x 200 lot, one mile southwest WILL DO private care duty for to fair grounds. Two beautiful $150.00. Phone 753-7550,
Custom Coupe, two door hardtop,
TFC
worth
$150,806,400. white
For the second consecutive vest
beef gravy. 99 cents.
of Coldwater on blacktop road. convalescent patients in your wash stands, depression glass,
with blue top. Power
Mississippi
was
third;
yielded
its
forests
South's
year,the
Here or Go. A
Priced at $15,800. If interested home. Phone 753-4688.
steering and brakes, air con_ N7P mirrors, pictures, etc. Special 12'x50' TRAILER,electric heat, 3
7534953
oft Inn
more than one billion dollars pulpwood harvest last year ditioning, AM-FM factory stereo
N8P
this week: Cosco card table and nitles front Murray. Phone 753•••• call 489-2110.
worth of pulpwood in 1971, totaled $112,312,800.
YOUNG LADY desires full time chairs,$25.00.
Phone 753-7242.
N9P
N7C 7856 or-753-6231. •
N1OC
To
help
renew
Southern
the
forests
for
according to the
position, !experienced secretary
health
16
BOARD
SPACE
of
GERMAN
SHEPHERD
puppies
Forest Institute, Atlanta, Ga. the future, the South's pulp and
and
office
Phone
work.
753FURNISHED THREE bedroom
1967 BUICK RIVIERA Grand for sale. AKC registered call 753- approved trailer park. Two miles
N7C
Total value of pulpwood paper, lumber, plywood and Sport, all power, gold with black 9427.
east or Murray. Good in- 9382.
home, 10 miles South of Murray.
Montgomery
Ward
N7P
other
,wood-using
industries
harvested and delivered to the
$13,000. Phone 753vestments
chestnut
Must
at
furnish references. Phone
vinyl
1203
top.
753-8455
753Phone
or
I AM now available for leaf
South's 109 pulp and paper Mills planted nearly 470 million 6881.
N14C
Sale, Wednesday orilY
Puryear, Tenn., 1-901-247-5353 for
N9C 1970 KAWASAKI 500: Phone 753- 3848 or 753-6202.
seedlings
during
the
1971
raking.
treePhone
Rube
Nichols,
753during 1971 was $1,005,931,000,
10 percent oft all Returrfed pfitilritilleTit
N14P
8550
TFC
8630.
MOW
Goods
the Institute said. , This plainting season,. the Institute 1967
health
KARMAN
og
SPACE,
board
GHIA
16
Open till 700 PM
said.
represents 41.9 million cords of
The Southern Forest Institute Volkswagen, $400.00. Phone 436- TWO BEDROOM, 12'x40' trailer. trailer park. Two miles east of GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
pulpwood, or approximately 67
EXTRA NICE trailer on large
N9C All electric, carpeted throughout, Murray. Good investments at Installation or rework. No job too
annual
pulpwood value report is 2322.
per cent of the nation's total
144, 12'x60', with side extension.
furnished. One year old. Good $13,000. Phone 753-3648 or 753- big or too small. Call for estimate
based
on
results
of
a
regional
pulpwood produced last year.
N13C 436-2159, Jim.
Water furnished. Phone 7536202.
condition.
after
753-5959
Phone
pulpwood
production
survey
November
27P
MUSIC
- "A billion dollars worth of
0197.
N9C
6-00 p.m.
N7P
to
all
Contractors
and
i
pulpwood produced in Southern conducted by the USDA's
'BY OWNER; four bedroom
•
•
Forests
Service
Southeastern
•
Forests is a major contribution
,home, with large den, large WILL DO baby-sitting nights. , Electricians
Music Lessons
TWO bedroom
Thick Juicy Sirinin Special
•
• UNFURNISHED
to the economic well-being of Forest Experiment Station, in
private patio, large utility room, Phone 753-1268 before 5:00
Professional teachers of
Combination
Tossed
house, electric heat, hook up for
•
:Beginning
6.
Nov.
I
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
our region of the country," said cooperation with American
p.m.
1TP
salad with choice of
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
•
accordion, drums ant band
•• washer and dryer. One child
dressings.
home made
Donald W. Smith, the Institute's Pulpwood Association.
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
inspecting
for
:will
be
accepttl6phone 753-7486,. or- see
instruments_ J & B Music
French
or
Potato
Baked
Approximately
80
per sent of
chief forester. "But equally
and Middle Schools. Priced to PIANO-TUNING. Registered
Center, Murray, Ky. 753Fries
at 1616 Loch I Annond.
N9C
the
pulp
and
paper
industry's
car•
MurrA
lec
:the
I
c
i
t
aly
u
',
r
in
f
c
re
E
7575
d
$1.79
Wed
Tues.,
Mon.,
important is the fact that
sell. Bank loan available to right Craftsman P.T.G. Phone Jerry
•
annual
INN
TRIANUE
•
pulpwood
supply
is
despite this tremendous harvest
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or Cain ( collect) Paducah 554•System
in the mornings •• THREE ROOM furnished house
•
of pulpwood, there are still purchased from tree farmers
Decemberl2C •
•••'-'
(53-6342 nights.
TFC 4636.
on
Road. Electric
Pianos
-Organs
and
other
private,
SCHUI.T
MOBILE
nonfully
home,
more trees growing in the
•I.
••, heat,OldairBenton
conditioned,
antenna.
indsutrial
more
landowners,
why
See
people
the
buy
furnished, with washer, dryer APPROXIMATELY 154 acres
South's 198 million acres of
Married
couple
garage..
Wurlitzer than any other
LOST
&
FOUND
and
Located
conditioner.
in
air
forests than any time since the Atlanta-based forestry institute
piano. Sales-Service-Rental
near Buchanan, Tenn. Priced at
, WANT TO RUN'
preferred. No pets. Phone 753said.
piano
Meadows.
purchase.
753-4001
Practice
Phone
Fox
and
'
days of thil Depression."
$74 per acre. If interested call
N9C
studios J&B Music Center,
Pulpwood is produced and
LOST OR strayed Irish Setter WANT TO BUY used trumpet. 6632.
after 6:00 p.m.
N9C 489-2110-:
America's
"Trees
are
N8P
Murray. Ky. 753-7575.
female, Friday, area of Cobb's Phone {53-8552 after 5:00 p.m. NC,
renewable natural resource," harvested in 90 per cent of the
THREE BEDROOM house
AFRICAN GEESE, ducks, FIVE ROOM house with bath, on Resort. Call 436-5665.
N9C
the veteran forester said. "By counties in the South.
Couple preferred. Nice neighchickens, bantams, • pigeons. three 'acre lot near Olive in
continuing
sound
treeFOR SALE OR RENT
borhood. No pets. Phone 753Large selection. Fancy and old Marshall County. Phone Fair- LOS; LARGE_ white half collie WANT TO BUY small used
harvesting and reforestation Hold down costs
6388.
TF(
huskie
male
dog, wearing tags maple hutch. Phone 753-3992 after
Phone
Hubert dealing 354-6665 or 354-8294. N9C
practices, the forest industries,
LINCOLN, Neb. IUPI I- TWO BEDROOM furnished favorites.
1609 Dodson. Answers to,nanie of 6:00 p.m.
N9P
government and private lan- You can do your part to held mobile home, large. $69.00 per Alexander 328-8563.
N9C
Tikia. If anyone has seen him
downers-all
working the line on food prices and food month, or sell for $1895.08. Phone
CARD OF THANKS
COMPLETE
budgets
by
COMPONENT
"shopping
please phone 753-4589.
harder." 75378333 after 5:00 p.m., or 753ITC WANT TO BUY good used house
together-can help insure there
FOR BENT OR LEASE
says
Janet
Wilson, extension
stereo system. Pioneer SX-990
will always be enough trees to
trailei.,8' or 10' by 30' or 35'. All
Lola Barton Massey is
N9C
consumer specialist at the 7671 anytime.
AM-FM receiver, AKAI x 200D SPACIOUS
meet our nation's future University of Nebraskaelectric. Phone 436-2167 after 4:00 recuperating front an awful fall
12'x70'
three
PEST CONTROL
auto-rev
Garrard
deck,
tape
p.to,
needs."
bedroom, 1 1 2 bath trailer on
N9P at her home.. She had some
turntable, 2 Pioneer CS-88A private lots. Available
FOR LEASE OR SALE
For the 24th tonsecutive year,
You go to the supermarket
broken bones and several cuts
after AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
WANT TO
speakers, 2 coral BX-300 December. 25.
Tajk-Angus-5611. and bruises. She wanted her
prepared_ when on a "shopping
Georgia led the other eleven
$130,011 plus 315.00•••Sisc month guarantee. No
THREE
Phone
BEDROOM
489-2118.
number
eekers,
home
3302
Pioneer
nealkl
8
• ,'N7C friends to know she appreciated
harder- mission. Have a list
Southern states in the total
• attlities: Approximately 212 miles monthly contract remit!.
that includes advertised college, at 209 South 15th Street. track player - and recorder,
value of pulpwood harvested in
all their visits and everything
east
of
Murray.
Phone
753-5514
Superior
Exterminating Cot»- WANT • TO KUY. old furniture,
specials and buy plentiful foods Also has a nice apartment. Good Pioneer SE40 head phones, plus
1971; $174,194,400. Alabama was in season. That s
everyone did for her.
, phone 753what Miss terms. Will finance. Call Ed 50 4 track reel tapes. All in ex- after 3:30 p.m. or 753-0464 after pony,
attic
junk, or. anything of value.
. second, with a pulpwood har- Wilson means by prepared.
Thank you so much.
1TP
9:00 a.m.for appointment. N9P 7266.
December5C Phone 436-21357. ,istovember2IC
Rickman at 753-5683.
N7C cellent condition. 753-0727. N9C
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NOTICE

THE LEDGER di TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ELECTION
The Ledger Si
publishing two
election coverage
the regular cob'
front and back
are invited to tu
and 13 for addit

The Murray Bass Club will
hold its regular monthly
Wednesday,
on
meeting
November 8, at the Captain's
Kitchen.
According to President Don
E. Jones, the dinner meeting
will begin at 6:30 p.m., to be
followed by a very important
business meeting. Three major
items of business are to be
considered and finalized by the
club. They are as follows:
Election of officers for 1973,
annual ladies night meeting,
and recommendation by the
Committee
Conservation
relative, to the re-stocking
project.
Each member is urged to be
in attendance and take part in
this very important business
session.
STATING THE ELECTORAL VOTE-This map shows the electoral vote in the 50 states and
District of Columbia for a total of 538 votes. Winner of the presidential election must receive 270 votes
for victory.

STEPPED UP VIETNAMES MILITARY AID-Medium tank is unlaoded from an American Freight& in Saigon during stepped
up military aid to South Vietnam prior to a cease fire. The U.S rushed warplanes also which U.S. sources say will make the South
Vietnamese air force the third largest In the world. with more than 2,000 aircrafts.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Virgie Clark. retired postmistress at Kirksey, were held
HOLLYWOOD ( AP I -- Ben
Monday at two p.m. at Cartwright is closing down the
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Ponderosa Ranch.
Little Joe,
Funeral Home with Rev. James
the last of the Cartwright sons,
Garrett and Rev. Johnson
is leaving home. '-Bonanza"
Easley officiating.
has been canceled.
pallbearers
were Roy
Active
"Bonanza," at one time the
Jones, Paul D. Jones, Jim
most popular
show
on
Washer. Max Hurt, Bryan
television, winds up 14 years on
Staples, and Carlin Riley.
the NBC Television Network
Honorary pallbearers were Dr.
next Jan. 23.
Charles Tuttle, Norman Klapp,
The filming of the last epiCarnie Hendon, Hugh Gingles,
sode of the Western drama Charles Smith, Kenneth
the 431st - will be completed
Palmer, Harry Sledd, Terry
tomorrow night.
Cochran, Ed West, Dan Hutson,
,The long-running show was
and G. B. Scott, Jr.
canceled Monday by NBC,
Interment was in the Kirksey
along with -The Bold Ones,"
the
Cemetery
with
"Banyon" and "Night Galarrangements by the J. H.
lery."
.Churchill Funeral Home.
"Bonanza'was switched
- Mrs. Clark, age 75, died
Sunday morning in the flames
that destroyed her home at
Kirksey. She had retired in 1968
from her position as postmistress after serving since
1928. Her husband, Urban P.
Emery Jones died Sunday at
Clark, died January 2, 1929.
The deceased was an active 9:20 p.m at the Benton
member of the Golden Age Club Municipal Hospital. He was 70
having attended the meeting years of age and a resident of
801 Olive Street, Benton.
just last Friday and going with
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
the group to Opryland in Nashville. Tenn., last month. She Eula Jones of Benton; one
was a member of the Oak Grove daughter, Mrs. Imogene
Presbyterian Bohannon of Brunswick, Ohio;
Cumberland
Church, Murray Woman's Club, one son, Joseph Patrick Jones
and Murray Star Chapter No. of Brook Park, Ohio; one sister,
433 Order of the Eastern Star. Mrs. Mable Jones of Benton
Her parents were the late Route Three; one brother,
Douglas Magness and Lela • Robert Jones of Kirksey Route
One; six grandchildren.
Burchett Magness.
Funeral services will be held
Mrs. Clark is survived by one
son, Dr. Charles D. Clark and Wednesday at one p.m. at t the
his wife, Mary Ann, 801 South chapel of the Collier Funeral
16th Street, Murray; two Home, Benton, with Rev. C. C.
grandsons, Charles D. Clark, Braher officiating.
Burial will be in the Brewers
Jr., and Hollis Clark, both of
Murray; one granddaughter, Cemetery ,„. With , the
Mrs. Pam West, and one great arrangements by the Collier
granddaughtetr, Christie Weiat...„ Funeral Home, Benton, where
triencE
Memphis, Tenn.

SOMERSET, Ky. I AP i-Sen. John Sherman Cooper R-Ky..,
says he plans to remain Washington until the first of the year.
He says he will then take about one month to make a decision
about his future after retirement from the U.S. Senate.
.
In an interview with WSFC radio Station in"Soiffellet.-()cooper
said Monday he has several offers of government jobs he will
consider.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API-The mansion of Louisville
businessman Dudley C. Andrews was sold Monday for 8128,000 in
a sale conducted by the Jefferson County Court Commissioner.
The property was purchased by Central Bank & Trust Co.,
Owensboro.
The bank had filed a complaint in April agains6Andrews,
charging he had defaulted a bank loan.
Sale of the property had been ordered last month by Circuit
Court Judge Marvin J. Sternberg.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API-The federal- Environmental
Protection Agency has announced that qualified college-age
people in Kentucky are eligible to serve on the agency's state
youth a advisory board.
A member and an alternate will be appointed immediately for
tht,1972-714beard. .
•
1
EPAo'hode intePsted in serving should send
J0309.
YAB, 1421 Peachtree St., N.E., Atlanta
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API-The director tif the U.S: Commmission on Civil Rights will be the featured speaker at the
Kentucky Chapter of the National Association of Human Rights
Workers meeting here Thursday.
Clark Roberts will speak on "Quotas, Goals, and the Timetable
in Equal Employment Opportunity." '

from Sunday to Tuesday nights
at the beginning of this season,
but the Cartwrights were no
match for CBS' -Maude." It
slipped badly in the ratings and
in the latest report was in 52nd
place.
Executive Producer David
Dortort, who had learned the
news only two hours earlier,
said, "We've had a very long
and beautiful run."
But it will not be the last
seen of "Bonanza," the first
television show ever filmed
from the beginning in 1959 in
color. The early years of the
show are now in syndication to
stations under the title of "Ponderosa." The show's worldwide
audience is estimated at 400
million.
Dortort said the cancellation
came as a surprise. He was
told personally by Lawrence
White, NBC vice president of
programming.
"White said that 'Bonanza'
had always meant so much to
NBC that they didn't want to
see it peter out," he said.
Dortort said the show was
still trying to overcome "the
tremendous gap" left by the
death last May 13 of Dan
Blocker, who played Hoss Cartwright.

Hew • Hanley. Cooper has
accepted a position with
Roadway Freight Lines with
headquarteri. in Akron, Ohio.
He will be a technical analyst
working as an assistant to the
vice-president of maintenance.
Cooper is leaving a similar
position with Ryder Freight
Lines in Jacksonville, Fla. He
and his family spent a few days
in Murray on their way to
Akron. Cooper said Roadway is
one of the largest freight lines in
the United States operating
some two thousand
road
tractors and almost six
thousand road tailers.
Cooper'is. th.e„so
Mrs. Hewlett"MW
urrly
and is married to the former
Nancy Calbert, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edd Calbert of Clinton. They have one son.
Michael, and a daughter,
Alyson Elise, only six weeks
old.
DEXTER CLUB
The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet Friday,
November 10, at ten a.m. at the
home of Mrs. Irene Mitchuson.
The lesson will be on "Holiday
Foods."
NORTH MURRAY CLUB
The
North
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs
Charlie
Crawford, West Main Street, on
Friday, November 10, at 1:30

KrrrENs

FREE
Two kittens, about nine weeks
old, are free to persons for pets.
For information call 753-1497.

citizens of Calloway County
have cooperated each year and
consequently each venture has
been financially successful.
All members of the Creative
Arts Department are reminded
to bring their items for the sale
to Littleton's on Wednesday
night between the hours of 6:00
and 9:00.
The Bazaar will be held
during regular store hours, and
all items will be sold on a firstcome, first-served basis. No
items will be sold before
Thursday morning. All items
for sale are creation by
members of Creative Arts
Department and most are
suitable for gifts. It is hoped
that the citizens of Murray and
Calloway County will be able to
do early Christmas shopping at
the Sale.
The Bazaar Committee is
headed-agaiallas year by Mrs.
Tass Hopson. Serving on the
committee with her are Mrs.
Harry Sparks, Mrs. Marvin
Wrather, Mrs. John Farrell,
Mrs. Henry Holton, and Mrs.
Jim Garrison,

(Continued from Page 1)
cused absences would be granted for students to work at polls.
Most eyes were focused on
the senatorial race, which concluded Monday with both candidates predicting their own victory.
Republican Louie Nunn forecast a margin of 50,000 votes,
while Democrat Walter Dee)
Huddleston said he expects to
win by 70,000 votes and carry
all but one congressional district.
A key factor in that race was
expecTM-76-15tr-the-•
President Nixon, who is widely
assumed to be the presidential
favorite in Kentucky. While
Nunn was hoping to ride the
Nixon coattail to victory, Huddleston was hoping for heavy
ballot-splitting.
Nixon has never failed to carry Kentucky.
Another key factor in the
Senate race was expected to be
the vote for American Party
candidate Mrs. Helen Breeden
and especially Peoples Party
candidate William Bartley Jr.
Meanwhile, another hotly
contested race was the 6th District, where John B. Breckinridge, Democrat, Republican
Laban P. Jackson, and Peoples
Party candidate Thomas Lundeen are seeking the congressional post.
Republican Robert Holcomb
and Carl Perkins, Democrat,
face off in the 7th District; Tim
bet-Carter;itienretbent-flepublican, and Lyle L. Willis, a
Democrat, are running in the
5th District. In the 4th, Gene
Synder, Republican* faces
James W. Rogers, Democrat.
It's Phil Kaelin, Republican,
Romano Mazzoli, incumbent
Deniocrat, and William Chambers of the People's Party in
the 3rd; incumbent Democrat
William Natcher and Republican J. C. Carter in the 2nd, and
Republican Charles Banken Jr.,
incumbent Democrat Frank
Stubblefield and Less Federal
Taxes party candidate John M.
Katterjohn in the 1st District

Miss Mary L. Williams of 715
Poplar Street, Murray, passed
away this morning at 4:30 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 81 years of
age.
The Murray woman was a
Six graduate students in the
retired employee of the Health
community college teaching
and Highway Departments of
program at Murray State
the state of Kentucky. She was
University attended a conthe third oldest member in
ference of the Kentucky
year's membership oflie First
Association of Junior Cajleges
United MethodiSt-Chtircli.-- -at Henderson Community
Miss Williams was a member College Nov. 3-4.
of the Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
They are: Donnie Doom,
the First United Methodist Kuttawa; Mrs. Mary Ellen
Church, charter member and Riner, Golconda, Ill.; David
first president of the Murray Sellars, Henderson; Willie Joe
Business and Professional Sigler, Paducah; and Mrs.
Women's Club, and member of Lanette Thurman and Kenneth
the Captain Wendell Oury Sinclair, both of Murray.
chapter of the Daughters of the
The seminar session entitled
American Revolution, J.N.
'Non-Traditional Approaches to
'Williams chapter of the United Teaching" was conducted by
Daughters of the Confederacy, Karl Taylor, director of
Homemakers Club, and Murray developmental studies at
Rose and Garden Club.
Central Illinois College, East
The deceased.is survived by Peoria, Ill.
one brother, George Williams of
Murray State students who
Murray. Born November 11, attended the conference are
1981, in Murray, Miss Williams enrolled in Higher Education
was the daughter of the late 1689,Seminar in High Education
Marshall Williams and Love They were accompanied by Dr.
Suzanna Whitnell Williams.
Charles H. Tolley, coordinator
Funeral services will be held of the university's community
Wednesday at two p.m. at the college teaching program.
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Horne with Rev.
FREE PUPPIES
Morrison Galloway officiating.
Three pqppies, eight weeks
Interment will be in the
old, part geagle, ar,e free to
Murray Cemetery with the
persons for pets. For inarrangements by the J.H.
formation call 753-0914.
Churchill Funeral Honie where
friends may call.
•
MEETING PLANNED
The 'fawn and -C-owntry
lomemakers Club will have the
('AMP 592
craft lesson on "Starch Angels"
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
and the main lesson on
the World will hold its regular "Holiday Foods" at the meeting
meeting ..on .Tikursday.
on Thursday, November 9, at
November • 9, at seven p.m.
7:30p.m. at the home of Mrs. E.
Following the business meeting,
C. Wa en, 1619 Loch Lomond
refrAments , will be served.
Drive.

Graduate Students
Attend Conference

ladelphia --44)- -Lang Beach,
Calif., before going to Sioux
Falls.
Nixon, meanelle, predicted
"we will soon reach an agreement which will end the war in
Vietnam." He made the statement in a 13-paragraph elecion-eve television speechfiona
the Western White House at the
end of the least active election
effort by any major-party presidential candidate since Franklin D. Roosevelt in the wartime
campaign of 1944.
•
The vice-presidential candidates were out appealing for
support in the final hours.
Democrat Sargent Shriver campaigned from Pittsburgh to
Beaumont. Tex., including a Visit with former President Lyndon. B. Johnson at his Texas
ranch. Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew made appearances in
Philadephia and Richmond, Va.
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Development District will have
very slow positive growth, the
report said.
Kentucky as a whole i4 expected to grow by about 11 per
--eentlIttween 197trand 1980,and
79 per cent between 1970 and
2020.
The fastest growing • Area
Development Districts in
Kentucky will be Jefferson,
Northern
Kentucky
and
Bluegrass, which are projected
to grow by 16 per cent, 15 per
cent, and 16 per cent, respectively, between 1970 and 1980.
These districts contain Kentucky's major urban centers
and are served by one or more
interstate highways.
Three Area Development
Districts-Buffalo Trace, Big
Sandy, and Kentucky Riverare expected to lose population
between 1970 and 1980. The loss
is projected to be about 2 per
cent each. These districts are in
eastern Kentucky, and have had
significant out-migration and
population loss during the past
thirty years.
Other eastern
Kentucky
districts are projected to have
very slow growth, except for
Gateway, where the presence of
Morehead State University and
Interstate 64 will lead to a
population growth of about 11
per cent.
The
Pennyrile
Area
Development is projeuted to
grow at a slightly slower rate
than the state as a whole ( 8 per
cent vs. 11 per cent for Kentucky). The fastest growing
county in the Pennyrile district
will be Christian, which is expected to grow by.16 per cent
between 1970 and 1980.
"The presence of Hopkinsville, a moderately sized city
with an industrial base, and of
the Pennyrile Parkway are
responsible for Christian's
projected growth," the report
said.
Of the other counties in the
Pennyrile Area District, only
Todd is expected to lose
population and the loss will be
small. Trigg County is
projected to grow very slowly
during the 1970 and 1980 period,
increasing in population from
8,620 to 8,640, only 20 people.
NEW FRONTIERS - Mrs.
Donald
Burke,
Gatestwough Circle, will be
hostess 'for the meeting of the
New .Frontier
I formerly
Welcome Wagon lifornemakers
Club on Thursday, November 9,
at 9:30 a.m.

An estimated 108 million
Americans were registered to
vote in the first presidential
election open to 18-year-olds.
Experts predictecl, the vote
-fflight stirpasAyasinuch,aa
10 million the 73 million who
voted in 1968.
Independent polls predicted
the NI/am-Agora/ ticket-wrinid draw more than 60 per cent of
the popular vote though many
analysts said the race would be
closer in the big states of the
North and Midwest and in California.
McGovern centered most of
his campaigning in those
states, hoping to string together
enough states to win the 270
electoral votes that are needed
to capture the presidency without regard to the over-all popular vote. The electoral votes
are awarded in each state on a
winner-take-all basis.
Republican strategists predicted Nixon would carry at
least 45 of the 50 states.
In the closing hours of the
campaign and into Election
Day itself, Republicans continued radio commercials as they
sought to combat apathy produced by Nixon's large lead in
CAMP 592
camp 592 of the Woad _
the World will hold its regular
meeting
on
Thursday,
November 9, at seven p.m.
Following the business meeting,
refreshments will be served.

the. polls. Democrats worked to
produce a maximum turnout of
voter -previously identified as
likely to vote for McGovern.
Democrats pinned their hopes
mirrtberfaif_states_...an. hig
increases in voter registration,
especially among racial minorities and college students, and
on the organizational efforts
that brought McGovern his victories last spring in Democratic
presidential primaries.
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apprently did not have a green
thumb. He says he is probably
the only man he knows who
could put down astro turf and
have it turn brown.
We think we made an error. We
believe that was Charles Louis
Ryan's grandfather whose ad
we mentioned, rather than his
father.
The first presentation of the
Murray Civic Music Association
is set for next Tuesday. The
Roger Wagner Chorale.
Now comes the question of
who are the "Three Steersmen"
in American History. Two of
aragg
c
Washington and Abraham
Lincoln. If anyone knows who
the
Three Steersmen in
American history are, let us
know.

SIOUX FA LLS,S.D. 1AP)-Sen. George McGovern, expressing
optimism, despite political polls that showed him far behind
President Nixon, was back home today
to cast his vote and await
the nation's verdict.
The Democratic presidential nominee was to vote today at the
'Congregational church in his home town of Mitchell, S.D., after a
campaign that has covered more than 200,000 miles in the past
three months.
,
His backers maintained hopes of victory, despite the electioneve polls showing McGovern trailing Nixon by 24 to 26 percentage
points.
SAN CLEMENTE. Calif. ( API-Declaring that American
voters have their clearest choice in this century, President Nixon
planned to
mark his ballot at San Clemente today. And his
campaign organization continued broadcasting get-out-the-vote
appeais right through Election Day.
Nixon planned to fly back to Washington to await
after
-one of the least active campaigns by an incumbentreturns
president in
memory.
Republican strategists' are hoping for a presidential victory of
landslide proportions that will carry majorities in both
houses of
Congress. A record turnout of 80 million voters is anticipated.
SAIGON ) AP)---At least 30 U.S. military cargo planes and
chartered commercial air freighters poured into Saigon
today,
bringing more than 700 tons of military equipment to
beat an
expected cease-fire. It appeared to be the biggest airlift
of the
Indochina war.
U.S. sources reported that North Vietnam is rushing
more
troops into South Vietnam and rebuilding base camps
along the
Cambodian border in efforts to strengthen its
negotiating hand.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Command reported tne loss of the third
FIll swing-wing fighter-bomber in less than six
weeks and also
announced the loss of a Navy A7 during raids on the southern
panhandle of North Vietnam. All three crewmen aboard the
two
planes were listed as missing.
WASHINGTON ( API-With a court order assuring their
security until Wednesday night, Indians who
have occupied a
federal building here since Thursday readied for Election
Day.
negotiations with the Nixon administration.
Vernon Bellecourt, national director of the American
Indian
Movement, spoke to newsmen from the steps of the occupied and
ransacked Bureau of Indaian Affairs Building.
"Pretty firm demands" would be placed before
the government
in negotiations today "at the White
House," he said. Bellecourt
said no time was set for the meeting.
.
•
__ MIAMI.(F -Denied refuge by-six Latin American governments ad trapped aboard an airliner which
brought him here,
reputed underworld financial wizard Meyer Lansky
arrived at
Miami International Airport today and was
immediately arrested
by the FRI.
lansky, 71, who faces trail on charges of evading
taxes on
gambling rakeoffs, was ending a two-day aerial
odyssey which
began Sunday when he left Israel in advance of
expulsion orders
and flew to Switzerland.
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